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Carl’s US Navy experiences interested me because
he was part of a military group that was not very
well publicized, the US Navy Armed Guard. I can
still remember the start of World War II as an 8year old on December 7, 1941, and the conditions
on the home front during the war years. My
spouse (Carl’s sister, Tina) sometimes refers to me
as a History Channel “junkie” or World War II
buff. I also served in the US Navy for about four
years in the early 1950s. As a result, Carl’s stories
peaked my interest and provided the incentive to
look into his military experiences in more detail. I
was very interested in the ships he served on and
their ports of call while Carl was aboard. His
World War II experiences included serving in both
the Atlantic and Pacific Theaters of War from
1943 to 1946.
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Researching Carl’s US Navy activities included
searching the Internet, sending E-mails to specific
government archive locations, writing letters and
putting pieces of information together from all
these different sources.
The first thing I wanted to accomplish was to
obtain a photocopy of each of the ships he was
assigned duty. There are multiple web sites for
historic Navy ship photos, but none included the
ships I wanted. However, I was able to find
photos for two of the three ships he was on at The
Mariners’ Museum in Newport News, VA. The
museum sent me a copy of the two ships. As it
turned out, one of the ship photos was taken just
prior to Carl’s first trans-Atlantic trip to the
Mediterranean Sea.
The best source for
photographs of World War II Liberty ships turned
out to be the private collection of William F.
Hultgren in Erie, PA. He has the largest World
War II Liberty ship photo collection anywhere in
the world. He was in the US Navy Armed Guard
during World War II and has searched for 51 years
for the 2,710 Liberty ship photographs he has in
his collection. He has at least one print of each
Liberty ship except 98 that he is still searching for
at 79 years of age. He told me that someone, in
the late 1940s, ordered files burned in every Navy
and merchant marine office, thus wiping out the
photo records of the greatest shipbuilding effort
ever seen in this world. I was fortunate to be able

Carl “Kak” Caccese

This biography is focused on the US Navy
experiences of Carl “Kak” Caccese, Phillipsburg, NJ.
The information and data contained herein are the
results of conversations with Carl, particularly during
visits with him in the hospital during December 2004
and later obtaining his military records and ship
voyage reports. Over the years, he did not say much
about his World War II experiences that included
serving aboard different US Liberty ships as part of
the US Navy Armed Guard assigned to each ship.
However, he did share with me some details on those
“Kak”ofCaccese
years, such as the Carl
names
the ships and his US
Navy service number. It amazes me that most people
who served in the military can still remember their
service number, even after 60 or 70 years. When I
asked him, he just rattled it off like his Social Security
number. Carl was part of “The Greatest Generation”
that Tom Brokaw writes about in his 1998 book of the
same title.
Bud Phillips (2005)
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During this research, I found a web site titled The
World War II US Navy Armed Guard Veterans
(www.armed-guard.com) that gave me a good
start on getting information. This web site
contained considerable historical information on
the US Navy Armed Guard. I registered Carl as a
veteran of this service and requested any
information on the ships and shipmates they had in
their records. Within a few days, I received a list
of possible shipmates for each ship he was aboard.
I later correlated this list with the crew lists
submitted with each of the voyage reports. In
some cases a shipmate was verified on both lists.
This military biography includes only the official
crew list submitted by the CO of the US Naval
Armed Guard on each ship.

to get a photo print of each of the World War II
Liberty ships Carl served on.
I requested a copy of his service record and a list
of the service medals he earned. The process
required that the Standard Form 180, Request
Pertaining to Military Records, be completed and
forwarded to the National Personnel Records
Center, Military Personnel Records, 9700 Page
Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63132-5100. I received a
copy of his records on April 9, 2005, and they
notified me that the center was seven to eight
months behind in responding to requests for
World War II veteran’s medals. Every veteran is
entitled to one set of earned medals. I eventually
received notification that Carl had already
received a set of his medals.

In addition to the merchant marine crew, each
Liberty ship included a US Navy detachment
referred to as the US Navy Armed Guard. This
group normally included a Navy Lieutenant,
junior grade [Lt. (jg)] or Ensign (ENS) along with
12 to 28 enlisted men who were gunners, radio
operators and signalmen. Carl was a gunner, also
referred to as a gunners mate. A brief historic
description of how the US Navy Armed Guard
was created is included in a brochure titled There

After receiving his military record (six pages), I
was able to timeline his assignments. With this
information, I then requested a copy of each ship’s
movement reports (also referred to as voyage
reports) and the Armed Guard log for the period of
time he served on each ship. These records
consist of voyage reports prepared by the US
Navy Commanding Officer (CO) of the US Naval
Armed Guard on each ship and submitted to the
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) after each
voyage and mission. A copy was also provided to
the Port Director at the port of call. These reports
included the day-to-day activities for merchant
marine ships having Navy Armed Guard onboard
and some Army troop transports. Voyage reports
detailed the travel information of ships throughout
World War II. They list ports of departure,
convoy information (number of vessels and
escorts), dates and time of arrival at the port of
call and any significant activity that occurred
during the trip. The reports also included names
of the US Navy Armed Guard crew onboard the
ship at the time of arrival in the port of call.
Needless to say, there are a few gaps in the ship
voyage reports. In most cases, the reports were
not archived for one reason or another. The ship
voyage reports were obtained from the Modern
Military Records Unit, National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA), 8601 Adelphi
Road, College Park, MD 20740-6001.
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recollections are all verified later in this biography
from the S.S. Esek Hopkins voyage reports and
Armed Guard log.

Shall Be No Surrender So Long As The Guns Can
Be Fought, reference [1].
During our December 2004 visit to see him in the
hospital, Carl told me he remembered being on
three Liberty ships. The name of each ship and
the duration (established from his military records)
of his assignment were:

He also told me a story about how he and a Navy
shipmate visited another friend who was in the
Army Air Force. His Army Air Force friend was
able to arrange for Carl and his Navy friend to
take a ride in a B-17 Flying Fortress on a practice
run. Carl remembered climbing around the plane,
especially in the belly turret and the tail gun. He
thought that was great. I could not verify when or
where this happened since his records would not
include any activity while he was on liberty. I
asked him where he went after the war in Europe
was over (V-E Day). He said he was assigned to a
ship that headed for the South Pacific. I have
more on this later in the biography.

From
To
S.S. Robert Fulton
27 Jul 1943 13 Aug 1943
(served onboard 2.5 weeks)
S.S. Esek Hopkins
25 Aug 1943 18 Jan 1945
(served onboard about 17 months)
S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer 6 Apr 1945 20 Dec 1945
(served onboard 8.5 months)

Event Chronology

Carl “Kak” Caccese
Personal Information
SSN
US Navy SN
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Enlisted in Navy
Active Duty
Separated from Navy
Honorable Discharge
Duration of Service
Passed Away
Last Address

I found that the best way to understand all the
details provided by his official military records
and the multiple voyage reports was to prepare a
table that put the events of Carl’s service in time
order. This time sequenced table helped to
understand where he was at specific times during
World War II. In all cases, Carl was on board
each ship during the voyage described unless
otherwise noted. This chart/table is not included
in this biography because it would be redundant
with the text.

144-18-8405
809-68-04
19 October 1923
Phillipsburg, NJ
27 April 1943
4 May 1943
19 December 1945
10 January 1946
2 yrs, 8 mos, 14 days
25 January 2005
22 Reece Court
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865

After requesting specific ship movement voyage
reports, I eventually received (after a few months)
204 pages of voyage reports and Armed Guard
logs from NARA for the following:

He said he took part in the North African
campaign where his ship was shuttling troops and
supplies back and forth from North Africa to Italy.
He talked about being on the S.S. Esek Hopkins
during that time and being in North Africa in
Oran, Algiers and Naples, Italy. He remembered
the ship was under attack and nearly capsized in
the harbor at Naples, the ship eventually returned
to normal. He said he was part of the landings at
Naples, Italy, where at night the Germans would
light up the sky like it was daylight. These

S.S. Robert Fulton - 6 pages of voyage reports.
S.S. Esek Hopkins - 115 pages of voyage reports
and Armed Guard logs.
S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer - 83 pages of voyage
reports and Armed Guard logs.
This information allowed me to construct a
detailed picture of events while Carl was on board
each ship.
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On April 27, 1943 he traveled from P’Burg to the
US Navy Recruiting Station in Newark, NJ to be
inducted into the US Navy. At that time, he was
given a complete physical examination and was
deemed ready for military service. He exercised
his option to voluntarily enlist this date to serve
for a period of two years or the Duration of the
War (DOW) plus six months. He enlisted as an
Apprentice Seaman (AS) and was then placed on
inactive duty and told to report back on May 4th,
1943 for active duty. He served on active duty for
2 years, 8 months and 14 days.

In summary, Carl made five round trips across the
Atlantic Ocean over a period of 17 months from
August 17, 1943 to January 11, 1945 while on the
S.S. Esek Hopkins. All five voyages departed
from the Hampton Roads, VA area and traveled in
large convoys to ports in North Africa, Italy and
Sardinia, returning either to Baltimore, New York
or Norfolk, VA. While he was on the S.S. Esek
Hopkins, the ship made the following ports of call:
• Algiers, Algeria
• Arzew, Algeria
• Augusta, Sicily
• Bizerte, Tunisia
• Cagliari, Sardinia
• Casablanca, Morocco
• Leghorn, Italy
• Mers-el-Kebir, Algeria
• Naples, Italy
• Nemoirs, Algeria
• Oran, Algeria
• Piambino, Italy

As a 10-year old in 1943, I can remember some of
the homeland conditions and sacrifices the civilian
population was asked to endure.
Rationing
(government issued tokens and/or stickers were
used) was in full force for automobile fuel, sugar,
meat, butter and canned goods. Other products
made from materials such as nylon and silk were
very scarce. These materials were used for the
production of parachutes. Raw materials such as
rubber, tin and iron were all diverted for the war
effort. New cars were almost impossible to buy.
School children were asked to save tin cans, foil
from cigarette packages and chewing gum. These
were collected at each school and turned over for
the war effort.

Carl then made one round trip to the South Pacific
over a period of four and one-half months while
on the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer. The voyage
departed from and returned to the San Francisco
Bay area. While he was on the S.S. O.L.
Bodenhamer, the ship made the following ports of
call in the South Pacific:
• Batangas, Luzon, Philippine Islands (PI)
• Hollandia Bay, Dutch New Guinea
• Manila, Luzon, PI
• Noumea, New Caledonia
• Palau Island, Republic of Palau
• San Fernando, Luzon, PI
• Tacloban, Leyte, PI

The civilian populace played a key role.
Vegetable gardens were commonplace for each
household. They were referred to as “Victory
Gardens.” The Caccese family was well known in
Valley View for their Victory Garden, all the
siblings worked the garden pulling weeds and
watering. The garden was on real estate provided
by Ingersoll Rand. Also, women were heavily
employed in the industrial workforce, replacing
the men who were called to serve their country.

Navy Enlistment (April 1943)
WWII was well under way during 1942 when Carl
left Phillipsburg High School in New Jersey in
January 1942. As an 18-year old, he went to work
at Ingersoll Rand’s Cameron Pump Works in
P’Burg, NJ (an abbreviated way of referring to
Phillipsburg, NJ) as a turret lathe operator until he
was drafted for military service in April 1943.

Boot Camp, Newport, RI (May 1943)
On May 4th, 1943, Carl returned to the Armed
Forces Induction Station, Newark, NJ, and
reported for duty. He and the new recruits were
then transported to boot camp at the US Navy
Training Station in Newport, RI. Boot camp was
about eight weeks of indoctrination and training.
During his boot camp period, he told me he
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became interested in boxing after he met a boxing
instructor who thought he had some potential.

US Naval Armed Guard Center,
Brooklyn, NY (July 1943)
Carl reported to the Armed Guard Center, 52nd St.
& 1st Ave., Brooklyn, NY on July 10, 1943, for his
initial training as an Armed Guard for service on
Liberty ships. The photo on the next page shows
how the US Naval Armed Guard Center in
Brooklyn, NY appeared in December 1943. This
was one of several Armed Guard training
locations in the United States.

Carl remembered having “Happy Hour” every day
in boot camp. This was when the instructors
marched the recruits up a hill and stood them in a
line. After counting off “one” – “two” – “one” –
“two” etc, the “ones” would take a step forward
and about face. They would then pair up and
battle each other (no gloves). This led to him
telling me he was a “boxer” while in the Navy.
He said he had 21 boxing matches (fights) and 19
wins (probably not all in boot camp). No
headgear, just big boxing gloves and they would
just whale away at each other. He remembered his
boxing coach’s name, but I failed to record the
name.

The US Navy Armed Guard was established to
protect merchant ships from enemy submarines,
ships and aircraft [2]. The Armed Guard totaled
144,970 men during World War II. They served
on 6,236 merchant ships, with 710 of those sunk
and many, many more greatly damaged. More
than 80,000 Armed Guards served in the fleet as
the war slowed down, manning guns on LSTs
(Landing Ship, Tank) and LCIs (Landing Craft,
Infantry, capable of carrying 200 infantrymen).

It was most likely here in boot camp where he got
the name “Kak.” The story goes that the guys
could not pronounce his last name, “Caccese”,
correctly. It is pronounced KA-CHAY-ZEE, so
they just referred to him as “Kak.” His immediate
family (mother, father and siblings) always
referred to him as Carl. I will continue to refer to
him as Carl throughout this biography because
that is how Tina and I knew him. As you will be
able to see later, the Navy people had a difficult
time spelling his last name in some of the ship’s
voyage reports.

The casualty rate in the Armed Guard was second
only to the US Marine Corps. Many Armed
Guards were killed outright or died from exposure
in lifeboats, freezing water or blistering sun.
Many members, perhaps most, had never seen an
ocean before joining the Navy and being assigned
to the Armed Guard. They had to be in excellent
health to be accepted since almost none of their
ships had doctors aboard. They stood watches
four hours on and four hours off around the clock
and the off time was spent maintaining weapons,
painting, cleaning, etc.

As part of his boot camp training, he completed
two days of firing on 20mm guns at the AntiAircraft (AA) Training Center, Price’s Neck,
Newport, RI.

Gun crews in the South Pacific Theater of war
were known to stand watch in their shorts and
sleep above deck. Some would stand watch for
the civilian seaman (merchant marine), steer the
ship and be paid for the time. But the informality,
the extra money and the better food all served to
give the Armed Guard a bad reputation with other
US Navy segments. Some regular Navy people
looked down on the Armed Guard. When an
officer was transferred into the Armed Guard; it
was looked at as a disciplinary move and was
considered a disgrace. Some considered the
Armed Guard mavericks because they were not

During World War II, a new recruit entered the
service as an Apprentice Seaman (AS), a single
white stripe, and then would get promoted to a
Seaman 2nd Class (S2c), two white stripes, upon
graduating from boot camp. After completing
boot camp in July 1943, Carl was assigned to the
US Navy Armed Guard at the US Naval Armed
Guard Center, Brooklyn, NY where he was
promoted to Seaman 1st Class (S1c), three white
stripes. He stayed at that rate until he was
discharged in January of 1946.
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US Naval Armed
Guard Center,
Brooklyn NY
(Dec ’43)

highly disciplined. However, they were proud of
their service. Anybody who served in the Armed
Guard laid his life on the line, because one never
knew what was in store for the ship and crew at
any time.

Treasure Island (Pacific). From these Centers the
men were assigned to ships.
The final
complement for a ship armed with a 5"/38 dual
purpose stern gun, a 3"/50 bow gun, and eight 20
mm AA machine guns was set at one officer and
24 gunners, plus normally about three
communications men for a total of 28 Armed
Guards. This armament was accepted as standard
for ships that were going into combat zones in
World War II. It goes without saying that many
ships went out in the early days with less than the
armament desired and with smaller Armed Guard
crews. Shortages in officers and men were met by
rapid increases in the training program and at
times by sending petty officers out in charge of the
smaller gun crews on ships operating in the less
dangerous areas. Not until early 1945 was the
shortage in guns entirely overcome. But the Navy
made every effort to give every ship the best
possible protection.

Upon entering the Armed Guard Center in
Brooklyn, NY, each person was issued a Brooklyn
Armed Guard Center Booklet [3] that provided
each person with the day-to-day information
needed such as: his mailing address while at the
Center; mailing address when attached to a ship;
health care facilities; administrative support for
family allowances; welfare and recreation; legal
assistance; USO (United States Organization)
shows; library; swimming pool; bowling alleys;
religious services; and telephoning from the
Center to mention a few.
When officers and enlisted men completed their
basic training they were assigned to one of three
Armed Guard Centers. These were located at
Brooklyn (Atlantic), New Orleans (Gulf), and

The Armed Guard Center was a very busy place.
The men were packed into the Center. The
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without actually meeting the enemy. Of great help
in the development of the Armed Guard Service
and in the long and complicated quest for
standardization were the visits of personnel from
various Armed Guard activities to Washington and
other Armed Guard establishments. Outstanding
Armed Guard officers who had been in especially
heavy engagements with the enemy were brought
to Washington to give information on the latest
enemy tactics.
Such men were also made
instructors in the schools. In no branch of the
Naval Service was combat experience or
instructors emphasized more.

photograph below shows the Armed Guard Center
Main Deck, Brooklyn, NY taken in July 1943. As
you can see, the men were bunked down in the
main hall that also included the mess deck, where
the sailors ate their meals.
The Centers were the wartime duty stations of
Armed Guard when they were not at sea. They
handled the records, mail and pay accounts of
Armed Guards. They administered discipline,
furnished recreation and additional training and
attended to the health and legal problems of
Armed Guards. The Armed Guard gave special
attention to the matter of furnishing proper
clothing for foul weather.

Armed Guards studied many subjects. But the
primary emphasis was on shooting planes and
submarines. They also learned something of
seamanship and many officers studied simple
navigation. Part of the Armed Guard on each ship
eventually had training in fire fighting. Armed
Guards, in fact, established a fine record in
fighting fires on ships, although this was not a
prime responsibility. Recognition of aircraft was
naturally stressed and the fire control record of
Armed Guards was on the whole a very fine one.

In the standardization of procedures and training,
the Arming Merchant Ships Section received
special help from the Armed Guard Gunnery
School in Brooklyn, NY, and the Armed Guard
School at Camp Shelton, VA. The Bureau of
Aeronautics gave valuable aid in the development
of many synthetic training devices. Before the
war was over, a man could walk into a gunnery
school and experience all realities of battle

Armed Guard Center Main Deck, Brooklyn, NY – July 1943
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stemmed from their utilitarian appearance. When
the first of the new ships, the S.S. Patrick Henry,
was launched in 1941, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt delivered a speech referring to Patrick
Henry's speech of March 23, 1775 that ended with
the phrase ‘Give me Liberty ... or give me death.’
The President told the country that these ships
would bring liberty to Europe. From then on, they
became known as “Liberty ships.”

What is a Liberty Ship?
Liberty ships were a class of cargo ships built
during World War II. They were old fashioned,
utilitarian vessels that could be built in a hurry [4].
They got the name Liberty ships because the first
one was named the S.S. Patrick Henry. Various
claims for the Liberty design have been made by
U.S. citizens - even a gold medal awarded - but
they are erroneous and no award was deserved.

Liberty ships carried 75% of the
cargo used by our armed forces in
World War II.

On January 3, 1941, President Roosevelt
announced a $350 million shipbuilding program.
In September 1941 the nation launched an
emergency ship construction program that would
involve building, in just three years, the equivalent
of more than half of the pre-war merchant
shipping of the world, while during the same time
period building the greatest fleet of fighting ships
the world had ever seen.

When the Liberty ships were first put into
production, it was thought that if they made it to
their destination they would have paid their way,
making it back would be a bonus. As it turned
out, they became the workhorse of the American
merchant marine. There was a time when you
could find these ships in every sea of the world.
They carried the cargo that made our fighting men
the best supplied in the history of warfare. In
great convoys, they fought their way to England,
Russia, Africa and the islands of the Pacific.

The urgent need for the new cargo ships came at a
time when the facilities for producing modern
marine equipment were fully engaged by the
requirements of the naval expansion program.
The S.S. John W. Brown, shown below, is one of
only two surviving Liberty Ships. Located in
Baltimore, tours and cruises are available. The
other is the S.S. Jeremiah O’Brien. The O’Brien
is docked at Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco,
CA.

The first Liberty ship commissioned, prior to Pearl
Harbor, took 244 days to build. Henry J. Kaiser,
whose shipyards built one-third of all America's
ships in World War II, cut that to 72 days in May
of 1942. By August of that year, construction
time was down to 46 days. As a publicity stunt,
one of his shipyards built a ship from scratch in
less than five days. However, the average time
was about six weeks.

One of the more common nicknames for the
Liberty ships was “Ugly Duckling” which

The Liberty ship was 442 feet long and it could
carry 10,000 tons of cargo at 11 knots -- about 12
mph. By the end of the war, Liberty ships had
carried about 75% of all the cargo that went to
support the American war effort.
She did not look very impressive; she was not a
sleek, elegant lady. She was what she was -- a
dowdy, hard-working, no-nonsense type of ship.
Blunt of bow, broad in the beam and dressed in
sensibly grey, she waddled her way across the seas
of the world like a plump matron on her way to a

S.S. John W. Brown
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PTA meeting. All ships are referred to as “she”
and “her.”

Liberty Ship Nomenclature
Initially, the ships - with certain military
exceptions and in some of the variations to the
basic type - were, generally, named for eminent
persons from all walks of life who had made
notable contribution to the history or to the culture
of the United States of America - some famous,
some forgotten, yet others heroic - or even
mythical. Then, as war progressed, 120 Liberty
ships were named for heroes of the American
merchant marine, not only those who had lost their
lives by enemy action, but in other disasters at sea.
All ranks were among them, from master to
seaman, chief engineer to wiper, purser to cook, as
well as radio operators, utility men and a
stewardess.

Since she was the prime cargo carrier, she was
also the ship that most of the wartime merchant
seamen sailed on. Most crewmen did not develop
any loyalty or love for the ungainly craft. She was
too plain, too graceless for affection. When the
seas were calm, she plodded along at speeds well
below her 11-knot maximum. When the weather
was heavy, the Liberty ship did not slice through
the seas with the eagerness of the US Navy
destroyers that hunted on the edges of the
convoys. The Liberty ship met each wave head
on, held it for a moment while she caught her
breath and then pushed it aside with her ungainly
bulk. Creaking, groaning, whispering to herself,
she toiled with the unceasing energy of the born
drudge.

Altogether, more than 100 Liberty ships were
named for females and another group honored
some of the war correspondents killed on duty.
But the main guideline was that the name used had
to be of a deceased person. During the term of the
Liberty Shipbuilding program, the Maritime
Commission received many letters from American
citizens suggesting that certain of their ancestors
and/or relatives be “qualified” for a ship to be
named after them. Only one Liberty Ship, the S.S.
Francis J. O’Gara, was named for a living person
- and this in error. Francis J. O’Gara was the
purser of the S.S. Jean Nicolet that was sunk by a
Japanese submarine. He was thought to have
perished, but returned home after the war from a
Japanese prisoner-of-war camp.

The Liberty ship made a liar out of the pessimists
of the early war years. She turned out to be a
tough, capable vessel. The ship may not have
garnered the affection of the men who sailed them,
but she earned their respect. Those who sailed in
her have not forgotten the gatherings of ships,
both great and small, that were shepherded to
some distant shore. They remember the fear - the
sleek-spumed wake of the torpedo's path - the
planes that came out of the sun to instill havoc on
the ships below - the battering of bombs that
seemed to rip the world apart. No, she is still
remembered. The needs of our country have
changed and ships are now larger, faster and carry
vast arrays of antennas that feed the computers
and radars. Man has become less important in
their operation, but those who sailed in a less
complicated world look back to a time when men
sailed the ships, to a time when a ship seemed a
living thing.

There were also complaints received at the US
Maritime Commission Public Relations Office,
generally from persons who objected to the names
already allocated. It is said that one prominent
politician complained '. . . I understand my name
has been given to a Liberty Ship. I am not dead,
not in dry dock and do not need my bottom
scraped. Please cancel the name.' He was advised
that the ship had been named in honor of another
person of the same name who had been dead for
many years.

The ship President Roosevelt called the "Ugly
Duckling" after seeing the blueprints needs no
apologies. Her squat outline was seen on every
sea in the world. She may have appeared a slow,
ungainly drudge, but underneath she was a lady -a lady of the sea.
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personnel onboard (plus the regular merchant
marine crew) enroute to New York harbor. The
compliment of Armed Grard included one officer
[Lt.(jg)], three communications people (radiomen)
and the rest gunners and signalmen.

S.S. Robert Fulton 230
The first ship Carl was assigned to was the S.S.
Robert Fulton, hull number 230. The ship was in
Philadelphia, PA on July 28, 1943, when he
reported aboard with 19 other Armed Guard crew.
The ship was getting ready for a convoy run to the
United Kingdom.
The ship had recently
undergone major modifications at the Sun
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock in Chester, PA. The
shipyard installed four 20 mm Oerlikon machine
guns and removed one 30 cal Colt machine gun;
furnished necessary spare parts, tools, etc. for the
4-inch/50 gun aft, 3-inch/50 gun in the bow and 20
mm AA (antiaircraft) guns; installed 16 AA range
indicators; provided 10 smoke floats; and provided
miscelaneous maintenance and operator supplies
for upkeep of armament. The cargo ship was
listed at 7,176 gross tons. Deck cargo sometime
consisted of B-25 Mitchel aircraft.

Carl served on the S.S. Robert Fulton for about
two and one-half weeks making the cruise from
Philadelphia, PA to New York. The ship arrived
at the New York harbor anchorage on August 13,
1943 and Carl’s service on the ship was
terminated at 2330 (11:30 PM). There was no
explanation in the ship’s log as to the reason for
Carl’s leaving the ship after this short assignment.
He did not make the Atlantic convoy cruise with
the ship, which weighed anchor the next day,
August 14, 1943, with a convoy bound for the
United Kingdom. German submarines attacked
the convoy and the S.S. Robert Fulton was
separated from the convoy and forced to change
its course to St. Johns, Newfoundland, traveling in
heavy fog. The ship eventually rejoined the main
convoy and arrived in Loch Ewe, Scotland on
September 3, 1943.

On the morning of August 11, 1943 the S.S.
Robert Fulton cast off from Pier H in
Philadelphia, PA with 28 US Navy Armed Guard

Shipmates on S.S. Robert Fulton
The ship records had two lists of Carl’s shipmates
on the S.S. Robert Fulton. The first list is from the
ship’s Armed Guard log entry for July 28, 1943
[5] when Carl first reported aboard. A copy of the
log entry is included on the next page.
The second list is a list of Armed Guard personnel
onboard when the ship departed Philadelphia, PA
on August 12, 1943 [6]. Carl is listed as a Seaman
1st Class and part of the United States Naval
Reserve (USNR). This crew list is shown later.
S.S. Robert Fulton 230
Yard: Oregon Shipbuilding Corporation, Portland, OR
Keel Laid: 20 Sept ‘41
Launched: 10 Jan ‘42
Delivered: 15 Mar ‘42
Owned by: United States Maritime Commission
Scrapped: 1969 Mobile, AL
Photo from Bill Hultgren, Erie, PA
file of WWII Liberty ships
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S.S. Robert Fulton Armed Guard Log, - Personnel Reporting Aboard,
Philadelphia, PA - July 28, 1943
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S.S. Robert Fulton Armed Guard personnel put aboard in Philadelphia, PA on
August 12, 1943 arriving in New York on August 13, 1943
number of troops the ship could hold. USAT
stands for US Army Transportation Service (ATS)
and indicates the ship was chartered or operated
by ATS.

S.S. Esek Hopkins 34
After Carl was detached from the S.S. Robert
Fulton he was assigned temporary duty in the
Navy Armed Guard Pool at the Naval Training
Station, Norfolk, VA to await his next assignment.
He was eventually assigned duty aboard the US
merchant vessel S.S. Esek Hopkins, hull number
34, on August 25, 1943. By coincidence, I was
able to get a copy of a photograph of the S.S. Esek
Hopkins taken on August 17, 1943 (see Appendix
B) while she was docked at a pier in Newport
News, VA just prior to Carl making his first transAtlantic cruise to the Mediterranean Sea.

Large amounts of additional transportation were
required at relatively short notice to carry
prisoners from North Africa to prisoner of war
camps in North America. This transportation was
to be provided by converting existing cargo
vessels, with the original plan calling for the ships
to carry 308 prisoners, however this was later
raised to 504 (although about half the ships
retained the lower 308 person capacity).

The S.S. Esek Hopkins was categorized as a
WSAT (550) USAT, EC2-S-C1 Type built by
Bethlehem-Fairfield Shipyard Inc., Baltimore,
MD. The ship was converted to a troopship.
WSAT stands for War Shipping Administration,
Transport. The number in parentheses defines the

The conversion was relatively simple, with the
vessels retaining their essential character as cargo
ships, but with five-tier bunks being added, along
with facilities to provide food, drinking water,
environmental control and sanitation. To provide
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aboard this cruise consisted of general military
cargo.
The normal workday at sea included watch
condition III (normal sea watch) until early in the
morning around 0600 (6:00 AM), referred to as
“zero-six-hundred” in Navy terminology. Then
condition I (General Quarters) was set. During
this time, the guns would be elevated and trained
through their full arc and the firing circuits would
be tested. Around 0700 (7:00 AM) condition I
would be secured and the normal sea watch,
condition III, would be set. Daily inspections
were made of the ammunition magazines (ammo
storage), ready boxes, smokeless powder samples,
men’s quarters and heads (lavatories). Fire and
boat drills would be conducted periodically as
well as testing the magazine sprinkling systems.
Bi-weekly inspections of all guns, gear lockers,
and mess hall were conducted. Everyday around
dusk, General Quarters (GQ) would be sounded
and guns elevated and trained through their full
arc. Daily security inspections of Armed Guard
material would be made. All guns would be
periodically cleaned and lubricated. Painting
various parts of the ship were typical work tasks.
These included the forward and aft forecastles
(forward and back part of the elevated structure
including the gun tubs), guns, magazines, gear
lockers, mess hall, heads, showers, library and
living quarters. Something always needed
painting. At Quarters for Muster (accountability
of all the crew), occasionally the “Articles for the
Government of the Navy” would be read by the
Armed Guard Commander.

S.S. Esek Hopkins 34
Yard: Bethlehem-Fairfield Shipyards, Baltimore, MD
Engine Builder: Clark Bros. Co., Cleveland, OH
Keel Laid: 28 Jan ‘42
Launched: 27 April ‘42
Delivered: 23 May ’42
Owner: War Shipping Administration
Chartered to: Moore-McCormack Lines
Type: Liberty-transport
Cargo: General United States
Gross Tons: 7,192
Scraped: 1967 Kearny, NJ
Photo from Bill Hultgren, Erie, PA
file of WWII Liberty ships

an essential minimum of protection in the event of
an emergency, additional lifeboats, life rafts and
lifejackets were provided; people were generally
not accommodated below the waterline and two
emergency escapes were installed from each
compartment.
The ships were retained for carrying American
troops later in the war, although the
accommodations were improved. The reduction
in bunk height from five to three reduced the
capacity to 350 people, although this program was
not complete when the war in Europe was won.

During this cruise, Carl’s ship made visits to the
following ports prior to returning to Baltimore,
MD on January 3, 1944:
• Mers-el-Kebir, Algeria
• Arzew, Algeria
• Algiers, Algeria
• Augusta, Sicily
• Naples, Italy (two visits)
• Bizerte, Tunisia (ywo visits)

1st Atlantic Cruise (1 of 5)
August 27, 1943 – January 3, 1944
The S.S. Esek Hopkins departed from Hampton
Roads, VA on August 27, 1943 enroute to Mersel-Kebir [mers-el-kubir'], Algeria, on the Gulf of
Oran, as part of a 74-ship convoy [7]. This was
Carl’s first of five trans-Atlantic cruises. Cargo

During this cruise, Italy surrendered to the Allies,
unconditionally. The Italian government signed
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surrounding the harbor, sinking many and killing
more than 1,000 sailors.

the armistice effective September 8, 1943. Also,
the Allies under U.S. Fifth Army landed on the
Salerno beaches; British troops landed at Taranto,
near the arch of the boot of Italy - about 56 miles
north of the mouth of the Gulf of Taranto.

The relief map of the Mediterranean Sea and the
North Africa area shown below depicts the
locations of Casablanca, Morocco; Gibraltar
(United Kingdom); Mers-el-Kebir, Algeria; Oran,
Algeria; Algiers, Algeria; Bizerte, Tunisia; Cape
Zebid, Tunisia; and, Cagliari. These are all
locations and/or ports of call during Carl’s five
trips to the Mediterranean Sea region. It gives one
a good perspective of the area.

Carl’s ship arrived in Mers-el-Kebir, Algeria, a
town in northwest Algeria, on the Gulf of Oran
and a few miles west of Oran, on September 14,
1943.
Mers-el-Kebir played a significant role in the war.
After France's defeat by Germany in June 1940,
the French fleet sought refuge at Mers-el Kebir,
but the British navy sank or damaged most of the
French ships in 1942. This event poisoned
relations between Britain and France for many
years. The British, having seen France overrun by
Hitler’s troops in 1940 and the formation of a
collaborationist government at Vichy under
Marshal Petain, feared that the French fleet would
go over and be swallowed up in the German navy.
A British squadron cornered a major portion of the
French fleet in the harbor of this Algerian port and
sent emissaries to ask them either to scuttle their
ships or sail to a neutral port in the West Indies.
French navy commanders steeped in a tradition of
obedience replied that they had no intention of
collaboration with the Germans but they could not
act without orders. After a period of waiting for
orders to come from France, British ships opened
fire on the anchored ships over the hills

During the early part of October 1943, the war in
Italy was in full force. The Allies entered Naples,
Italy, and occupied the Foggia airfields. On
October 8, 1943, Carl’s ship, the S.S. Esek
Hopkins, departed Arzew, Algeria enroute to
Algiers, Algeria, in a 42-ship convoy. During this
trip, the ship and convoy encountered enemy
submarines. No details on the encounter were
documented in the Armed Guard voyage report.
The ship arrived safely in Algiers, Algeria. While
in Algiers, Carl celebrated his 20th birthday. A
few days later, his ship departed Algiers enroute to
Augusta, Sicily, in a 60-ship convoy. The cargo
included military vehicles and troops. After a stop
in Augusta, Sicily, the ship departed in an 18-ship
convoy enroute to Naples, Italy, with the cargo of
military vehicles and troops.

Cape Zebid

Nemours
[Ghazaouet]

Mers-el-Kebir

North Africa region showing the ports of call by the S.S. Esek Hopkins.
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population of the village today is 4,700 people.
Located at almost 2,000 feet above sea level, the
village is situated in the Province of Avellino, in
the Region of Campania and is shown on the map
of Italy included later. Carl’s father immigrated to
the United States in 1913 at the age of 18 and his
mother in 1921 at the age of 17. Both resided in
Staten Island, NY, initially before settling in
Phillipsburg, NJ. During the war years (and after),
Carl’s mother maintained contact with family
relatives that lived in Montecalvo Irpino, sending
clothing and money when they could afford it.

On November 1, 1943 the S.S. Esek Hopkins
arrived in Naples, Italy. German planes heavily
attacked the ship and convoy. Enemy planes were
shot down. Firepower from multiple ships made it
impossible for anyone to say with any degree of
certainty that his guns shot down a plane. A copy
of a photo from Yank Magazine is included below
and shows Jerry (German) bombers attacking the
American convoy that arrived in Naples, Italy on
November 1, 1943. Carl described this exact
scene to me during my visit to him in December
2004 while he was in the hospital. He said
everyone on the ship was frightened and the
adrenaline was flowing high during this attack
while the ship was off the coast of Naples.

During my research, I came across a very
interesting item related to Montecalvo Irpino and
the Caccese family. Remains of a “Caccese
Palace” constructed in the second half of the 17th
century is located in Montecalvo Irpino. The
history of this site states that the Caccese family
goes back to 1656 when the presence of “Carl
Caccese” is attested as a clergyman during the
plague. Today, just the central and side balconies

I am sure he also had thought of his mother and
father during this time since both were born in
Italy not far from Naples. Carl’s parents, Alba
Marie Panzone and Antonio Caccese, were both
born and raised in Montecalvo Irpino, a village
about 45 miles northeast of Naples. The

German bombers attack an American convoy newly arrived in Naples, Italy on November 1,
1943 and are repelled by guns from ships and shore. Tracer fire and enemy flares give the scene
a 4th of July appearance - Photo by Yank Magazine.
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for the S.S. Esek Hopkins. Carl is listed as a
Seaman 1st Class and part of the United States
Naval Reserve (USNR). His name is misspelled.

of the ancient building remain. I plan to continue
looking into this in the future.
Carl grew up in Valley View, a section of P’Burg,
NJ, that was developed by Ingersoll Rand to
house employees.
Ingersoll Rand employed
Carl’s father until he retired. Carl was the oldest
of five children in the family. His sister Maria
was next followed by his brother Anthony Alfred
(Fred) and two other sisters Cristina Virginia
(Tina) and Raffie Loretta (Tootsie).

While Carl was back in the United States, the
Allies (VI Corps, US Fifth Army) began landing
at Anzio, Italy, on January 22, 1944. Anzio is
located about 30 miles south of Rome on the coast
and north of Naples. The controversial landings at
Anzio were intended to bypass strong German
resistance blocking the Allied advance up the
Italian peninsula. In Operation Shingle, six
divisions--more than 70,000 men and 18,000
vehicles--were landed along a 14-mile beachhead
in the first few days. Again, as at Salerno, the
anchorages and beachheads were within range of
German guns in the nearby heights and air raids
were constant hazards. German radio-controlled
glide bombs were also a menace at Anzio. They
carried a 660-pound explosive warhead, were
fantastically fast--better than 600 miles an hour-and could be launched at altitudes above three
miles. During this time, Carl was aboard the S.S.
Esek Hopkins in the Hampton Roads area getting
ready for his second trans-Atlantic cruise.

The S.S. Esek Hopkins and convoy encountered
other enemy air raids during this first visit to
Naples until departing in an 18-ship convoy
enroute to Bizerte, Tunisia, arriving on November
14, 1943. Cargo consisted of vehicles and
personnel. The ship had a rapid turnaround in
Bizerte, Tunisia, departing again on November 23,
1943, in a convoy of 68 ships enroute back to
Naples with troops and equipment. The ship and
convoy again encountered enemy air raids and
arrived in Naples on November 27, 1943.
The S.S. Esek Hopkins stayed in Naples until
November 30, 1943, when it departed in a 16-ship
convoy enroute back to Bizerte, Tunisia, during
which the ship and convoy again encountered
enemy submarines. The US Navy Armed Guard
commander onboard reported no additional details
of this enemy contact.

2nd Atlantic Cruise (2 of 5)
February 3, 1944 – March 23, 1944
The S.S. Esek Hopkins departed from Lynnhaven
Roads (anchorage off the coast of Little Creek,
VA) enroute to Oran, Algeria, in an 87-ship
convoy escorted by 13 vessels on February 3,
1944 [8]. This was Carl’s second trans-Atlantic
cruise. He made three more round trip cruises
after this. The average speed of the convoy was
9.5 knots. Cargo consisted of 508 Army troops,
mail, general Army cargo and two LCMs (landing
craft mechanized). This was the same day the
German counteroffensive against the Anzio
beachhead started. Allies on the main Italian
battlefront were stalled in front of Cassino, Italy.

The ship arrived back in Bizerte on December 3,
1943, after which it headed home to the United
States on December 13, 1943, in a 65-ship convoy
enroute to Baltimore, MD, arriving on January 3,
1944, after again encountering enemy submarines
during its trans-Atlantic crossing. Cargo during
these return trips most likely included prisoners of
war in some cases.

Shipmates on S.S. Esek Hopkins
during 1st Atlantic Cruise

Ships in the convoy enroute to Casablanca,
Morocco, were detached on February 18, 1944.
At this same time, the Anzio beachhead was under
extreme enemy pressure. The ship arrived in
Gibraltar (United Kingdom) the same day the
Allies initiated a counterattack that checked the

The list on the next page shows the names of the
Armed Guard personnel onboard when the S.S.
Esek Hopkins completed Carl’s initial cruise to the
Mediterranean Sea. It is a reproduction from the
Armed Guard Commander’s Voyage Report [7]
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U.S. Navy Gun Crew #96 on the S.S. Esek Hopkins upon arrival in
Baltimore, MD from Bizerte, Tunisia on January 3, 1944
German Anzio offensive, February 19, 1944.

18-day trip on March 23, 1944. Average speed of
the convoy was 8.9 knots and no contact was
made with the enemy during the convoy.

The ship arrived in Oran, Algeria, after an 18-day
trip on February 20, 1944, and offloaded troops,
mail and vehicles. While in the Mediterranean
during this voyage, the ship moved from Oran,
Algeria, to anchor in the Bay of Arzew, Algeria,
waiting docking space. The ship docked in Arzew
where it discharged other cargo (the nature of this
cargo was not described in the voyage report)
prior to sailing back to Oran on March 2, 1944.

Shipmates on S.S. Esek Hopkins
during 2nd Atlantic Cruise (2 of 5)
The crew list on the next page shows the Armed
Guard personnel onboard when the S.S. Esek
Hopkins completed the Oran, Algeria, to New
York trip on March 23, 1944 [9]. As you can see,
the Navy yeoman (administrative clerk) on the
S.S. Esek Hopkins had trouble spelling “Caccese”
for this list. Not sure where the “Cassesse” last
name originated.

The S.S. Esek Hopkins departed from Oran,
Algeria, on March 6, 1944 [9] enroute to New
York in a convoy of 84 ships escorted by 9
vessels. The ship arrived in New York after an
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S.S. Esek Hopkins Armed Guard detachment upon arrival in New York
from Oran, Algeria on March 23, 1944
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3rd Atlantic Cruise (3 of 5)
April 13, 1944 – June 19, 1944

Benedictine monastery. Defended by 15 German
divisions, the line was fortified with gun pits,
concrete
bunkers,
turreted
machine-gun
emplacements, barbed wire and minefields. In
December 1943, the Allies suffered heavy losses
while trying to capture the monastery.

The S.S. Esek Hopkins departed 21 days after the
ship returned from the second Atlantic cruise from
Newport News, VA, enroute to Oran, Algeria, in a
103-ship convoy escorted by 20 vessels. This was
Carl’s third trans-Atlantic cruise. He made two
more round trip cruises after this trip.

A major offensive was initiated on May 11, 1944,
against the Gustav Line. At this same time, the
Allies captured Casino, Italy, and the Allied forces
on the Anzio beachhead began a successful
offensive breakout. An estimated 180,000 men
were killed or wounded during the January – May
1944 period in this campaign.

The ship departed Newport News, VA, on April
13, 1944, and arrived in Oran, Algeria, after an
18-day trip on April 30, 1944 [10]. The average
speed of the convoy was 9.5 knots. No contact
with the enemy was reported. No incidents
occurred out of the normal routine; the vessel
maintained the speed of 9.5 knots without
difficulty, showing no lights and zigzagging in
accordance with instructions.

The ship departed Cagliari, Sardinia, on May 24,
1944, enroute to Bizerte, Tunisia, in a convoy of
five ships and two escorts. After arriving in
Bizerte, Tunisia, the ship departed the next day to
Algiers, Algeria, in a convoy of 30 ships and 8
escorts with a cargo of British Army junk.

During this cruise, Carl’s ship made visits to the
following ports prior to returning to Norfolk, VA,
on June 19, 1944:
• Oran, Algeria
• Bizerte, Tunisia (two visits)
• Cagliari, Sardinia
• Algiers, Algeria

After five days in Algiers, the ship departed on
June 2, 1944, enroute to Norfolk, VA, in a 62-ship
convoy escorted by 11 vessels [12]. The ship
arrived in Norfolk, VA, after another 18-day trip
on June 19, 1944. The average speed of the
convoy was 10 knots. No contacts with the enemy
were reported. No incidents occurred out of the
normal routine; the vessel maintained the speed of
10 knots without difficulty, showing no lights and
zigzagging in accordance with instructions.

During this visit to the Mediterranean Sea, the
ship traveled [11] from Oran, Algeria, to Bizerte,
Tunisia, in a convoy of 30 ships and 5 escorts,
cargo included British Army junk and troops (21
British and 54 Americans). After making a port
call in Bizerte, Tunisia, the ship departed in a
convoy of 12 ships and 5 escorts with the same
cargo and troops arriving in Cagliari, Sardinia; the
average speed of the convoy was 7.5 knots and no
contacts with the enemy were made. No incidents
occurred out of the normal routine; the ship
maintained the speed of the convoy without
difficulty, showing no lights and zigzagging in
accordance with instructions.

During this time, June 4, 1944, Allied forces
entered Rome and D-Day occurred on June 6,
1944, when the Allies invaded France, landing on
the coast of Normandy in Operation Overlord.
Carl was on the S.S. Esek Hopkins heading back to
Norfolk, VA.

Shipmates on S.S. Esek Hopkins
during 3rd Atlantic Cruise (3 of 5)
The crew list included later shows the Armed
Guard personnel onboard when the S.S. Esek
Hopkins completed the Newport News to Oran,
Algeria, trip on April 30, 1944. As you can see,
the Navy yeoman on the S.S. Esek Hopkins still
had trouble spelling “Caccese.”

The map on the next page depicts the situation in
Italy during the spring of 1944 with the German
Gustav Line of defense extended from just south
of Rome and north of Naples across Italy to the
Adriatic Sea. The Gustav Line included Monte
Cassino, a hilltop site of a sixth-century
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4th Atlantic Cruise (4 of 5)
July 14, 1944 – September 28, 1944

Augusta

This trip turned out to be very dangerous. On
August 1, 1944, the convoy was subjected to
attack by German aircraft in the morning at
approximately 0030 (12:30 AM), latitude
37°00’N, longitude 4°35’E near Algiers on the
north coast of Africa in the Mediterranean Sea.
The sea was calm, weather clear, moon three
quarters full. A heavy smoke screen was laid

Twenty-five days after the ship returned to
Norfolk, VA, the S.S. Esek Hopkins again
departed from Newport News, VA on July 14,
1944, enroute to Naples, Italy,f in a 77-ship
convoy escorted by 12 vessels [13]. This was
Carl’s fourth trans-Atlantic cruise. Following this
trip, he made one more round trip.
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S.S. Esek Hopkins Armed Guard detachment upon arrival in Oran, Algeria from
Newport News, VA on April 30, 1944
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were reported and no incidents occurred out of the
ordinary routine; the ship maintained the 9.5-knot
speed of the convoy without difficulty, showing
no lights and zigzagging in accordance with
instructions.

down that soon obscured the convoy. Bearings of
attacking planes were broadcast via TBY (radio
transmitter / receiver) from the escort commander.
Two flares were seen at 0100 (1:00 AM), bearing
315° true and 45° true, distance about 3 miles. A
British cruiser opened fire at 0105 (1:05 AM) at
targets to the north. The S.S. Esek Hopkins
opened fire at intervals thereafter with 8 second
fuses 3”50 AA (anti-aircraft), in the direction of
attacking planes and ceased fire at 0150 (1:50
AM), 24 rounds expended. No course changes
were ordered during the action. The all clear was
broadcast via TBY at approximately 0230 (2:30
AM). Estimates of the size of the attacking force
from TBY reports ranged from 25 planes upwards.
The report from the escort commander via TBY
was 12 attacks repulsed, 1 possible hit, no
casualties.
Conduct of both gun crew and
merchant crew was excellent; all stations were
manned quickly and quietly.

Shipmates on S.S. Esek Hopkins
during 4th Atlantic Cruise (4 of 5)
The Armed Guard Commander filed his voyage
report [14] and included a listing of Armed Guard
crew that were on the S.S. Esek Hopkins upon
arrival in New York from Naples, Italy on
September 28, 1944. That crew list is shown on
the next page.

Getting Ready for the Next Trip
While docked in Brooklyn, NY, at Pier 16 on
October 10, 1944, the ship received orders to
depart for Baltimore, MD, on October 11, 1944.
After arriving in Baltimore on October 12, 1944,
the ship entered dry-dock for maintenance and
modifications. Leaving dry-dock three days later,
the ship docked at Pier 8, Canton, Baltimore. The
ship departed Pier 8 Canton on October 15, 1944,
and docked at the Coal Pier to take on 2,000 tons
of coal prior to departing for Norfolk, VA, the
same day [15].

The next day, August 2, 1944, at about 2000 (8:00
PM) while 5 miles off Cape Zebid in Tunisia, two
RAF planes which appeared to be Spitfires
“buzzed” the convoy, flying at 250 mph about 15
feet off the water, one plane between columns one
and two, the other plane outside of column one.
They turned and flew back over the convoy near
column four. Cape Zebid is located on the coast
of Tunisia a few miles east of Bizerte.

The ship arrived in Norfolk, VA, on October 16,
1944, and docked at Pier 2 at the Army Base,
Norfolk, VA. Two days later the ship took on
ammunition from an alongside barge.
Carl
celebrated his 21st birthday on October 19, 1944,
while the ship was preparing for the next cruise.
The ship moved to Pier B at Sewells Point, Naval
Station, Norfolk, VA, prior to moving to the
convoy anchorage in Hampton Roads on October
21, 1944, where it dropped anchor and prepared to
depart the next day.

The first port of call was Augusta, Sicily, on
August, 4, 1944. The ship departed the next day,
August 5, 1944, enroute to Naples, Italy, in a
convoy of 30 ships and 5 escort vessels at an
average speed of 8 knots.
The ship arrived in Naples, Italy, on August 6,
1944. Cargo consisted of Army war supplies.
After less than a month, the ship departed from
Naples, Italy, on September 5, 1944, enroute to
New York in a convoy of 103 ships and 14 escort
vessels at speed of 9.5 knots average [14]. Cargo
included Army ordnance scrap and mail, total
weight of cargo 200 tons.

5th Atlantic Cruise (5 of 5)
October 22, 1944 – January 11, 1945
The S.S. Esek Hopkins departed Hampton Roads,
VA, enroute to Casablanca, Morocco, on October
22, 1944 [16] in a convoy of 85 ships and 12
escort vessels at an average speed of 8 knots. This

The ship arrived in New York on September 28,
1944 (14-day trip). No contacts with the enemy
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S.S. Esek Hopkins Armed Guard crew upon arrival in
New York from Naples, Italy on September 28, 1944
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proceeded to Oran, Algeria, as an independent at a
speed of 12 knots. Cargo also included mail and
general material. The slow speed of 8.5 knots to
Gibraltar was due to one slow ship in the convoy.

was Carl’s fifth trans-Atlantic cruise; he did not
make any future trips to the Mediterranean Sea.
On November 1, 1944, the ship received a
message from the Commodore at 1100 (11:00
AM) that a ship had been sunk 200 miles south of
Carl’s ship’s position.
A few days later,
November 5, 1944, the ship again received a
message from the escort that the S.S. Esek Hopkins
was to take a new position when the convoy is
reformed. The next day, November 6, 1944, the
ship received messages from the Commodore that
enemy submarines were in the vicinity and that the
passage was very dangerous to Gibraltar; each
ship should act accordingly.

Two days later, November 14, 1944, the ship
arrived at the anchorage in Oran, Algeria. Later in
the day, the ship tied up alongside the pier.
During the trip from Casablanca to Oran, no
contact made with the enemy. General resume of
the voyage: all Navy hands manned their battle
stations at dawn and dusk during the entire
voyage. The weather was good and men were
drilled at their stations every day at GQ. The only
air coverage seen was one plane at a distance. No
lights were shown at any time.

Carl’s ship received another message from the
Commodore on November 7, 1944, to leave the
convoy and proceed to destination (Casablanca) at
1700 (5:00 PM). The new convoy made up of
three ships with an escort of two French surface
craft was enroute to Casablanca.

There was no delay either in discharging at
Casablanca or the passage to Oran. Gun drills
were held every day. Pointers and trainers were
exercised at GQ every day. Progress tests were
given at regular weekly intervals with every man
participating. Abandon ship and fire drills were
held twice weekly and brief lectures on gun fire
control were held from time to time.

The S.S. Esek Hopkins arrived inside the harbor at
Casablanca, Morocco, on November 8, 1944, and
tied up to the dock after the 18-day trip from
Hampton Roads, VA. No contacts with the enemy
were reported and the ship traveled with no lights
showing and no zigzagging. The cargo of coal
was unloaded in Casablanca, Morocco, and
Nemours, Algeria.

On November 19, 1944, the ship departed from
Oran, Algeria, and arrived at Nemours, Algeria.
The ship docked, three men on watch, no Port
director in the city, 50% of the Navy crew aboard
at all times. Nemours is in northwest Algeria.
The photo shown below, taken in 1943, shows the
harbor and pier located in Nemours. Nemours has
been renamed and is referred to as Ghazaouet
today.

During this cruise, Carl’s ship made visits to the
following ports prior to returning to Baltimore,
MD on January 11, 1945:
• Casablanca, Morocco
• Oran, Algeria (three visits)
• Nemours, Algeria
• Augusta, Sicily
• Naples, Italy (two visits)
• Piambino, Italy (two visits)
• Leghorn, Italy
The ship departed Casablanca at 1103 (11:03 AM)
on November 12, 1944 enroute to Oran, Algeria,
[17] in a convoy of six ships and two escort
vessels (PC - Patrol Craft) at a speed of 8.5 knots
until Gibraltar (United Kingdom), thereafter

Nemours, Algeria – 1943
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ship arrived in Naples at the anchorage the next
day. For some reason, the ship was held for five
days in Naples waiting for convoy ships before
receiving orders that the ship was to sail at 1400
(2:00 PM) on December 7, 1944.

The next day, November 20, 1944, the ship started
discharging coal from number 3 and number 5
hatches. Coal was discharged at a slow rate
because only one crane was working. Finally, on
November 23, 1944, the ship finished discharging
and cleaning all holds.

The S.S. Esek Hopkins departed Naples, Italy,
enroute to Leghorn, Italy, on December 7, 1944, in
a convoy of nine ships and two escort vessels
(DEs – destroyer escorts) provided by the Italians.
Speed of the convoy was 9.5 knots.

The ship departed Nemours, Algeria, on
November 24, 1944. Tests were performed
enroute to Oran, Algeria. During the trip, fired the
3”50 guns and test-fired #1, #2, #7 and #8
Oerlikons (3”50 guns). All guns fired satisfactory
with the exception of #1. The gun failed to return
to battery, being out about 5 inches. Every
attempt was made to return the gun to normal
firing position but to no avail. The gun was
finally secured. The ship arrived in Oran, Algeria,
the same day and tied up to a dock.

At 0210 (2:10 AM) on December 8, 1944, flares
were lit by a ship astern. A message was sent to
the ship to give reason but none was given. GQ
was called and secured after 45 minutes when
nothing developed. The ship arrived at Piambino,
Italy, the same day. The planned departure from
Piambino this day was cancelled; the ship was
held for two days waiting for other convoy ships.
Piambino is located on the coast of Tuscany as
shown on the earlier map titled Italy. Offshore is
the island of Elba, where Napoleon was exiled.

The crew worked on the #1 Oerlikon 3”50 gun
and was able to restore the gun to battery and the
trouble was remedied the next day, November 25,
1944.

On December 10, 1944, the ship received a
message at 0610 (6:10 AM) from the Commodore
to be ready to sail at 0700 (7:00 AM). The ship
departed from Piambino, Italy, enroute to
Leghorn, Italy. Upon arriving in Leghorn, the
ship tied up to a berth in the anchorage. Watches
were stood by three men during daylight hours and
five men at night. The discharging of the ship in
Leghorn was credibly performed under the
direction of the U.S. Army. Conditions in that
port were poor and a constant watch had to be
maintained for saboteurs attaching limpet mines to
the bottom of the ship. Leghorn is located
northwest of Piambino as shown on the previous
map titled Italy.

While in Oran, the ship took on troops and
departed on November 28, 1944, enroute to
Naples, Italy, [18] traveling independently, speed
12 knots. Cargo included general material, trucks
and 278 troops. The ship test fired the #1
Oerlikon 3”50 gun (forward mount). Four rounds
fired and the gun fired satisfactorily. All Navy
hands manned their battle stations at dawn and
dusk during the entire voyage. The Commodore
reported floating mines as a serious threat, but
none were seen. The Navy men were given
lectures from time to time on method of gun fire
control to be used if attacked. Loading drills were
held every day. Progress tests were issued to all
hands twice a week and supervised by the junior
officer. “Articles for the Government of the
Navy” were read every week after inspection.

On December 14, 1944, the ship shifted positions
to a new berth. The ship finished discharging.
The next day, divers inspected the ship’s bottom
for limpet mines. The ship moved from the dock
to the anchorage and departed Leghorn, Italy, at
1200 (noon) enroute to Piambino, Italy [19]. The
ship arrived at Piambino, Italy, and anchored.

While enroute to Naples, Italy, the ship made a
port call at Augusta, Sicily, on December 1, 1944.
Augusta is located on the southeastern part of the
island of Sicily as shown on an earlier map titled
Italy. On the same day, the ship received orders to
proceed immediately to Naples. The ship departed
enroute to Naples traveling independently. The
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General resume of the voyage: all hands manned
battle stations at dawn and at dusk during the
entire voyage. The weather in the Mediterranean
Sea was good and an average speed of 12 knots
was maintained. In the Atlantic Ocean, the
weather conditions were very bad and the average
speed was approximately 8 knots. General drills
were held every day that weather permitted and
fire and boat drills were held at least once a week.
In the Atlantic, stern lights were shown during
adverse weather conditions, but in the
Mediterranean dim navigational lights were shown
at all times. The master and officers of the ship
carried out “Wartime Instructions for Merchant
Ships.”
Blackout regulations were strictly
observed, waste materials were emptied at night
and when traveling independently routing
instructions were obeyed to the letter.

On December 16, 1944, the ship departed
Piambino, Italy, enroute to Naples, Italy, in a
convoy of nie ships and two escort vessels (DEs –
destroyer escorts) provided by the Italians. There
was no improper procedure on the part of friendly
aircraft approaching the convoy or this vessel. On
the voyage from Leghorn to Naples, friendly
aircraft dropped flares for identification purposes.
The ship arrived in Naples the next day and
anchored. After an overnight stay, the ship
departed Naples, Italy, enroute to Oran, Algeria,
traveling independently at 12 knots, arriving at the
anchorage in Oran on December 21, 1944. After a
two-day delay in Oran waiting for convoy ships,
the S.S. Esek Hopkins departed Oran, Algeria, on
December 23, 1944, enroute to Baltimore, MD, in
a convoy of 104 ships and 8 escort vessels (1
destroyer and 7 destroyer escorts). The ship
occupied position 115 in the convoy and traveled
at a convoy speed of 8 knots.

Training given at sea included loading drills (held
daily weather permitting) and progress tests were
given once a week. Every man was obliged to
participate. Lectures on gun fire controls and the
use of the ring sight were conducted from time to
time in conjunction with tracking practice. Every
week a chapter from “Articles for the Government
of the Navy” was read to all hands.

During this trip on December 26, 1944, enemy
submarines were reported in the vicinity. GQ was
called and secured two hours later. The weather
was very bad to permit outside work.
A few days later on January 4, 1945, the ship
changed positions in the convoy and escort vessels
dropped several depth charges, but on this
occasion no flag hoists were in evidence to
indicate enemy submarines in the vicinity. GQ
was called and was secured after one hour.
During January 7 and 8 the ship encountered very
heavy weather; no duties were performed except
for the watch. The ship arrived in Chesapeake
Bay on January 10, 1945, the pilot came aboard
and the ship proceeded to Baltimore. A pilot will
normally come aboard all ships entering or leaving
a port in the United States. This pilot has the
control of the ship until it docks or leaves the
harbor.

Carl completed his duty as an Armed Guard on
board S.S. Esek Hopkins on January 18, 1945,
while in Baltimore, MD. He stayed on board to
await new orders. He most likely took leave
during this time until he was transferred to the US
Naval Armed Guard School, Camp Shelton, VA,
for a four-week Armed Guard refresher course on
March 1, 1945.
While Carl was in the United States, a very critical
conference, referred to as the Yalta (Argonaut)
Conference, was conducted on February 4, 1945.
At this meeting in Yalta, Crimea, USSR, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill; U.S. President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and Soviet Premier
Joseph Stalin attended. Most of the important
decisions made at this meeting remained secret
until the end of World War II for military or
political reasons; the complete text of all the
agreements was not disclosed until 1947. These
included plans for dealing with the defeat of

The S.S. Esek Hopkins arrived at the anchorage at
1320 (1:20 PM) on January 11, 1945 (19-day trip)
in Baltimore Harbor, end of voyage. She had no
contacts with the enemy although the Commodore
issued two warnings.
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but in 1943 it was changed into a training center
for the crews of LSTs (Landing Ship, Tank).
Camp Shelton was an Armed Guard Training
Center for bluejackets serving on board merchant
ships as gun crews. At the end of World War II it
served as a separation center.

Germany; policy for postwar Europe; agreement
on forming a United Nations organization; and
agreement on conditions under which Russia
would enter war against Japan.

Armed Guard School, Camp
Shelton, VA (March 1945)

The Frontier Base was the forwarding center for
Amphibious Force personnel and equipment
destined for the European Theater.
The
Amphibious Training Base (also known as "Little
Creek") was the center for all types of amphibious
training and the training of ship's crews for LSM
(Landing Ship, Medium), LCI (Landing Craft,
Infantry), LCU (Landing Craft, Utility), LCM
(Landing Craft, Mechanized), and LCVP (Landing
Craft, Vehicle, Personnel). Boat crews were also
trained at Little Creek.

On March 2, 1945 Carl reported to the Armed
Guard School, Camp Shelton, VA. Today this site
is located on the Naval Amphibious Base Little
Creek, Norfolk, VA. Carl told me he was sent to
Little Creek, VA, for gun training. The training
included small arms training where he was
qualified with the 45-caliber gun and others.
The map titled Norfolk, Virginia & Vicinity below
shows the location of the amphibious base located
on the Chesapeake Bay and in close proximity to
Hampton Roads where many of the convoys going
to the Mediterranean Sea assembled. During the
early phases of World War II, the base was
literally a combination of farmland and swamps.
Four bases were constructed on this area - Camp
Bradford, Camp Shelton, U.S. Naval Frontier
Base, and Amphibious Training Base.

While at Camp Shelton, Carl completed and
passed the night vision test with the radium plaque
adaptometer. Men who failed this test would not
be used as night lookout duty. He completed the
Armed Guard refresher training with Gun Crew
4367 at Camp Shelton, VA on March 30, 1945,
and was transferred to Armed Guard Center,
Treasure Island, CA.

Camps Bradford and Shelton were named for the
former owners of the land. At first Camp
Bradford was a training base for Navy Seabees,

Sewells
Point
Lynnhaven Roads
Anchorage

Camp Shelton was located on the present day Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek, VA
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The Administration Building, a StreamlineModern remnant of that World’s Fair, is now the
Treasure Island Museum. During World War II it
became part of the Treasure Island Naval Base. In
1996, it and the Presidio Army Base were
decommissioned and opened to public control.
The island has a raised walkway that
circumnavigates almost its entire bulk, which is
popular for recreation. Sea lions can be observed
in the water from the shoreline and the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge can be observed
from the eastern part of the island. Treasure
Island's old aircraft hangars also served for three
years as the site of the Comedy Central’s
“Battlebots” television show.

Naval Armed Guard Center,
Treasure Island, San Francisco, CA
(April 1945)
Carl reported to the Naval Armed Guard Center,
Treasure Island, San Francisco, CA on April 5,
1945.
Treasure Island is an artificial island in the San
Francisco Bay between San Francisco and
Oakland. A small isthmus connects it to Yerba
Buena Island, a naturally formed island. It was
created in 1939 for the "Golden Gate International
Exposition" by dredging up dirt from the bay.

S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer 2800
On April 6, 1945, Carl was detached to the S.S.
O.L. Bodenhamer, hull number 2800, for Armed
Guard duty. He reported for duty at 1600 (4:00
PM) as part of 16 new members of the Armed
Guard crew [20]. The ship was located in
Richmond, CA, located 16 miles northeast of San

Photo of Treasure Island, CA during WWII
as viewed from Yerba Buena Island
in the San Francisco Bay

S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer 2800

An aerial view of Treasure Island in the
foreground, with its link to Yerba Buena
Island in the background. Note the San
Francisco Bay Bridge's tunnel.
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Yard: Delta Shipbuilding Company, New Orleans, LA
Keel Laid: 20 June 1944
Launched: 2 August 1944
Delivered: 31 August 1944
Owner: War Shipping Administration
Chartered to: Norton Lilly Management Corp.
Type: Liberty Cargo
Cargo: General Army Cargo
Gross Tons: 7,176
Laid up: Mobile, AL
Scuttled: May 1976 as artificial reef off Miami
420 ft of water
Post-war photo from Bill Hultgren, Erie, PA
file of WWII Liberty ships

Francisco, on a peninsula separating San
Francisco Bay and San Pablo Bay. He was
assigned to this ship until September 29, 1945.

The Haulover Reef Site contains ships such as the
Andro, Narwal, Rossmerry, Nick Comoglio and
the S.S. O. L. Bodenhamer [21].

This Liberty Ship was named after O. L.
Bodenhamer (1829-1933), a World War I veteran
from Arkansas elected National Commander
American Legion 1929-1930.

I was able to obtain a copy of the US Navy Armed
Guard log for the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer for the
period of April 6, 1945, through September 10,
1945, from the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) in College Park, MD. As
shown below in the April 6, 1945 entry, Carl
reported for duty with 15 other Armed Guard men.

The ship was built in 1944 at the Delta
Shipbuilding Company in New Orleans, LA, and
scuttled in May 1976 as an artificial reef in 420 ft
of water as part of the Miami-Dade County
Artificial Reef Program at the Haulover Reef Site.
This site is also referred to as the “Underwater
Miami.” It is an area unknown to most residents
and visitors.
It is a life-size aquarium, a
playground for fish and a place of adventure. The
site is east of Sunny Isles Beach and Bal Harbour.

The previous voyage of the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer
from San Francisco to the Philippine Islands and
return took place from December 16, 1944, to
March 24, 1945, prior to Carl reporting aboard,
was filled with combat action. During one attack
to the convoy on January 12, 1945, while steaming
in the China Sea near Manila Bay, six (6) enemy
kamikaze (suicide) aircraft attacked the convoy.

S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer Navy Armed Guard Log Entry - April 6, 1945
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Franklin D. Roosevelt passed away and Vice
President Harry S. Truman succeeded to the
Presidency on April 12, 1945. Also, Army troops
landed on Carabao Island at the entrance to Manila
Bay, Luzon, PI. Carl’s ship would make a port
call at this same location.

The attack was directed at the Liberty ship section
of the convoy composed of about 30 ships. The
convoy also included about 75 LSTs, 35 LCIs and
PT boats. The S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer shot down
one of the kamikaze planes that was on a direct
path to hit the ship. The plane was hit by shrapnel
from the starboard (right side) of the ship at about
3,000 yards from the ship. The plane went
completely out of control and fell into the water in
an uncontrolled dive next to the ship immediately
astern on the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer. One of the
attacking planes hit its target. It burned badly, but
continued underway in formation. Most of the
observers on the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer, including
Army officers, reported that all six planes made
their suicide dives. Reports indicated that five
planes hit the water.

South Pacific Cruise
April 22, 1945 – September 10, 1945
On April 22, 1945, the ship moved from the
terminal at Richmond, CA, to an anchorage in San
Francisco Bay. It dropped anchor at 1232 (12:32
PM) and departed the anchorage at 2110 (9:10
PM) enroute to the South Pacific. Carl is listed as
one of the 28-member Navy Armed Guard crew
present on the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer upon
departure to the South Pacific. This crew list [23]
is shown below.

The S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer also participated in the
invasion of the Philippine Islands (PI) at Lingayen
Gulf on the island of Luzon during January 1945.
The ship received a Battle Star for this action [22].

During this cruise (four and one-half months),
Carl’s ship, the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer, made visits
to the following ports prior to returning to San
Francisco, CA on September 10, 1945:

After Carl reported for duty aboard, President

S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer Navy Armed Guard Crew List – April 22, 1945
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round was fired at a range to the target of 1,200
yards. The first shot was over the target and the
second round was short (both about 75 yards off).
The third round was to the left while the fourth
round was just short of target. The fifth round hit
and sank the target. No casualties were reported
to the gun or crew. All other guns were also fired:
forward 3”50 gun fired 1 round; 4 starboard (right
side of the ship) 20 mm fired bursts; #9-20mm had
a casualty to gun, broken trigger pawl; 3”50 fired
one round to port (left side of ship); and, four port
20 mm guns fired into burst. No casualties were
reported to the gun or men. All the guns were
cleaned, ammunition replaced in ready boxes and
20 mm magazines.

Palau Island, Republic of Palau
Batangas, Luzon, Philippine Islands (PI)
Manila, Luzon, PI
San Fernando, Luzon, PI
Hollandia Bay, Netherlands New Guinea
Noumea, New Caledonia
Tacloban, Leyte, PI

I was not able to obtain any S.S. O.L Bodenhamer
Navy Armed Guard Voyage Reports for the period
of 22 April 1945, to 31 May 1945. During this
period, the ship departed San Francisco, CA, on
22 April 1945 and traveled to Kossol Rhodes,
Palau Island; Batangus Bay, PI; and, arrived at
Manila Bay, PI on 31 May 1945. Even though the
Armed Guard log [20] states that the Armed
Guard Commanding Officer, Lt. (jg) R.D. Pearce,
Jr., USNR, filed a Voyage Report and Crew List
with the Port Director at Manila, Luzon, PI, on 2
June 1945, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) in College Park, MD was
not able to locate the report. As a result, the only
information I had for this period was from the
Armed Guard log. The NARA representative
contacted me after he personally inspected the
files. He offered a possible explanation as to why
that particular report might have been missing. He
said that there was a formal complaint filed by the
Armed Guard CO against the master of the ship on
an earlier cruise. The voyage report of interest
may have been pulled from the file and forwarded
to the Navy as evidence in the complaint case.
The Navy may not have returned the file and the
report I was looking for became missing. He
apologized for the problem but commented that
their record keeping process is not always
complete.

While Carl was somewhere in the Pacific Ocean
on his way to the South Pacific, the war in Europe
came to an end on May 8, 1945, V-E Day.

Palau Islands, Republic of Palau
The ship’s first port of call on this trip was Palau
Island on May 17, 1945.
The S.S. O.L.
Bodenhamer arrived at the anchorage at 0840
(8:40 AM) off Kossol Rhodes, Palau Island,
Republic of Palau (also spelled Belau). The Palau
island chain consists of about 200 islands located
in the western Pacific Ocean, 528 mi southeast of
the Philippine Islands. A map of the Republic of
Palau is shown on the next page. Note the
location of the Kossel Reef, Kossel Passage and
Peleliu. Only eight of the islands are permanently
inhabited. They vary geologically from the high
mountainous largest island, to low, coral islands
usually fringed by large barrier reefs. Having
emerged from the United Nations trusteeship
(administered by the United States) in 1994, it is
one of the world's youngest and least populated
nations.

During the trip to the South Pacific the Armed
Guard crew continued their training exercises and
the day-to-day shipboard routine. For example, on
April 27, 1945, the crew assembled a target for
firing practice. The target was built from old
boxes and flag bunting on the side for better
visibility. The Armed Guard was called to GQ in
preparation for target practice. They fired five
rounds from the 5”38 stern gun at the surface
target at an opening range of 1,000 yards. The last

Just six months earlier, the Marines landed on
Peleliu (or Beliliou), an island in the Republic of
Palau about 70 miles south of Kossol Rhodes
where Carl’s ship was anchored. The island, also
shown on the previous map, was the site of the
Battle of Peleliu in World War II. The American
assault on Peleliu had the highest casualty rate of
any amphibious invasion in terms of men and
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was no port director in Batangas at that time.
Therefore, no report was made.
The map of the Philippine Islands (PI) included
below shows a few of the places Carl’s ship
visited, including Batangas, Manila, San Fernando
and Tacloban on the islands of Luzon and Leyte.
On May 27, 1945 the acting mail orderly was sent
to the nearest Fleet Post Office (FPO) in Manila

The Palau island chain consists of about 200
islands located in the western Pacific Ocean,
528 mi southeast of the Philippine Islands.

Tacloban

materiel in the entire war in the Pacific. Peleliu is
a memorial site for both World War II US and
Japanese troops. Many soldiers died on the
beaches and in the caves of Peleliu. Many of the
military installations of the era, such as the
airstrip, are still intact, and shipwrecks from the
battle remain visible underwater just off the coast.
A present-day US Navy ship, USS Peleliu, is
named for the battle. The S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer
departed Kossol Rhodes, Palau Island, at 0836
(8:36 AM) the next day, May 18, 1945, in convoy.

Dinagat

Batangas Bay, Luzon, PI
The S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer arrived at Batangas
Bay in the Philippine Islands (PI) at 1112 (11:12
AM) on May 24, 1945, and anchored off the
beach. The ship was informed by the colonel in
command of the Army Port Command that there
Philippine Islands
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ashore, X-ray taken, no ribs fractured. No liberty
was to be authorized without first notifying the
CO ashore at San Fernando. The Armed Guard
Commander notified the CO ashore sending onehalf of the crew to the movie with the boatswain
mate 2nd Class petty officer designated in-charge.

for the Armed Guard and ship’s mail. He was
accompanied by the ship’s purser (pay master).
The acting mail orderly returned to the ship the
next day, May 28, 1945, from Manila with an
armed guard for the ship’s purser and ship’s mail.
An armed guard was always provided when the
ship’s payroll was transported. That day must
have been payday for the Navy Armed Guard
crew. Also, this was the first mail received since
leaving San Francisco on April 22, 1945.
Unloading of the cargo continued and finished on
May 30, 1945.

On June 14, 1945, berthed as before alongside the
pier, the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer’s softball team
played a team from another ship. The team left
the ship at 0900 (9:00 AM) and returned by noon.
These softball games were a welcomed form of
recreation. Carl was most likely part of this team.
Before he went in the Navy, he played baseball
(first base) for the Steele Hill team in P’Burg, NJ.

The ship departed the anchorage at Batangas Bay
at 0615 (6:15 AM) on May 31, 1945, enroute to
Manila Bay, PI, arriving at the anchorage in
Manila Bay, PI at 1709 (5:09 PM). No liberty was
authorized this date.

The next day, June 15, 1945, the softball team was
allowed to go ashore again, this time at 1300 (1:00
PM) and returned by 1600 (4:00 PM). A liberty
party was also allowed to attend the movie ashore.

Manila Bay, Luzon, PI
The ship was anchored in Manila Bay, PI, from
May 31, 1945 to June 6, 1945. On June 1, 1945,
liberty was granted for one-third of the crew at
1300 (1:00 PM). A few days later on June 6, 1945,
the ship shifted to a new anchorage in the Inner
Harbor of Manila Bay until it departed on June 8,
1945, enroute to Tacloban, Leyte, PI, sailing
independently with an average speed on 11 knots.

The ship started to get ready to sail on June 17,
1945; no liberty was authorized. The ship cleared
the dock at 0740 (7:40 AM) on June 18, 1945, and
proceeded to the anchorage at San Fernando and
dropped anchor until it departed the next day, June
19, 1945, enroute to Noumea, New Caledonia, in a
convoy of three ships and one escort vessel.
During this trip, the ship made a port call at
Hollandia Bay in Netherlands New Guinea.

One of the Navy seamen (not Carl) stepped in the
anchor hawsepipe while on watch, calling his
relief, and injured his side. He was examined by
the purser (no medic aboard) who taped his side.
He was believed to have a cracked rib. Prior to
arriving at Tacloban, Leyte, PI, the ship made
stops at San Fernando, Luzon; Hollandia Bay,
Netherlands New Guinea; and, Noumea, New
Caledonia.

During the trip to Hollandia Bay on June 22, 1945,
the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer made contact with the
enemy [24] at 2237 (10:37 PM) while steaming
between the northern tip of Dinagat Island and the
Southern tip of Samar Island both of the
Philippine Islands. A submarine was sighted off
the port quarter (left side of the ship) at about
2,000 yards. The general alarm was sounded and
all the crew manned their battle stations. The sea
was calm and visibility was good with the moon
nearing fullness, light haze lay over the water.
The submarine appeared to be following on the
S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer’s course.
The ship
increased speed and maneuvered in a zigzag
pattern. At 2248 (10:48 PM) the submarine was
still visible and the ship opened fire with the aft
5”38. Fired two rounds, first round at 2,500 yards
and the second round at 3,000 yards. The

San Fernando, Luzon, PI
On June 9, 1945, the ship arrived at San Fernando,
Luzon, PI, and anchored. Later in the day, the
ship moved alongside a pier and discharged the
remainder of its cargo. The ship stayed at this
location until June 19, 1945.
On June 10, 1945, berthed as before alongside a
pier, the injured man was taken to the doctor
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(3:30 AM). No report was received from the
destroyer that was challenging the sighted
submarine.

submarine either submerged or disappeared into
the darkness of the horizon. There was no
apparent attack upon the ship since no torpedo
wakes were seen and no casualties to members of
the crew were reported. The radioman was
notified to send out a message of submarine
sighting. The radio message was sent at 2258
(10:58 PM) and the ship increased speed and
zigzagged through the entire alert.

As shown on the map below, Hollandia Bay, New
Guinea, is southeast of the Philippine Islands. On
this trip, Carl’s ship crossed the Equator about 100
miles north of Hollandia Bay. Crossing the
Equator for the first time is a big event for any
sailor. I am certain Carl went through this ritual.

At 0015 (12:15 AM) the next morning, June 23,
1945, a friendly destroyer appeared to challenge
the submarine. Carl’s ship gave the destroyer the
last position of the sighted submarine (between
Dinagat and Samar Islands) and time last seen.
The crew on the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer secured
from General Quarters at 0050 (00:50 AM). At
0145 (1:45 AM) an unidentified object was
sighted off the starboard side (right side of the
ship) in the path of the moon. GQ again sounded.
The gun crew lookout observed the object.
However, the object disappeared and was not
again sighted. The ship secured from GQ at 0330

The equatorial crossing ceremony, long held in
naval history, ties the crossing with the legend of
Davey Jones, pirate/captain. A sailor who has
never crossed the Equator is called a “pollywog”
or "wog" for short and is considered a Newbie
(loose relationship to the legend). A sailor who
has already crossed the Equator is called a “trusty
shellback.” They are the only ones who can flog
the pollywogs during the hazing ritual. An old
and nearly cruel ritual, it acts to bond the
sailors...and also provides lots of sea stories. For

Hollandia Bay
New Guinea

Equator

Hollandia Bay, Netherlands New Guinea
Southeast of Philippine Islands
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nearby islands.
Allied forces expelled the
Japanese in 1944. With Papuan approval, the
United States constructed headquarters for
General Douglas MacArthur at Hollandia (also
referred to as Port Nimbay) and over twenty US
bases and hospitals intended as a staging point for
operations in the taking of the Philippines. On
April 22, 1944, General MacArthur moved his
general headquarters from Brisbane, Australia, to
Hollandia, Netherlands New Guinea, and devised
his “island-hopping” strategy. His headquarters
was established in a place still called “MacArthur
Hill.” The three airfields already built by the
Japanese were improved and enlarged and all sorts
of sheds and buildings were added. Some mobile
hospitals were moved in immediately. At a later
time, when Hollandia had already become a “rear
area,” two large hospitals with a total
accommodation of about 2,000 beds were
constructed next to each other. In January 2000,
the Indonesian President changed the name of the
province from Irian Java to Papua.

sailors the world over, this means that the sailor
has left the ranks of the landlubber and became a
real sailor, a shellback. The cost of the
transformation doesn't come cheap. The pollywog
must be beaten, humiliated and tortured by those
that have gone before. It is all in good fun and the
reward is a huge certificate, signed by the ship's
skipper and by “Davey Jones” himself, attesting to
the fact that the sailor is now a shellback.
First a sailor who has yet to cross the Equator is
served a summons to report to the main deck on
the day the ship will cross the Equator. The
"charges" do not fit any pattern. The oldest sailor
who has crossed the Equator becomes “King
Neptune” and presides over the ceremonies.
Historically, sailors are superstitious. The crew
follows a well-known ceremony based on
superstition when they get to the Equator: the
equatorial crossing ceremony. The purpose of the
ceremony is to be blessed by King Neptune,
mythical ruler of the oceans.
During the
ceremony, sailors typically dress oddly or cover
themselves in a variety of unpleasant materials
(old food, marine mud, etc.) in an effort to appease
King Neptune and get his blessing to cross the
Equator and sail on safely.
Every sailor,
regardless of rank, is expected to do his part to
turn the pollywogs into shellbacks, including
admirals.

While moored alongside a tanker on June 28,
1945, the port surgeon came aboard the ship and
examined the seaman who had injured his ribs
earlier, no complications were reported. The ship
freed its mooring at 0215 (2:15 AM) the next
morning and proceeded underway at sea enroute
to Noumea, New Caledonia.
On July 2, 1945, at 2045 (8:45 PM), flares were
sighted over the horizon astern of the ship. The
flares lasted about 15 minutes. No further report
was documented on this incident. Flares would
indicate possible sighting of an enemy submarine.
A few days later, July 5, 1945, General of the
Army Douglas MacArthur announced the
liberation of the Philippine Islands.

There is usually a reading from a kangaroo court
that explains all the short falls of the sailor like a
roast. It is a part of tradition that bonds sailors
from around the globe. The hazing lasts for hours
and consists of being made to crawl around the
ship and having food thrown at you and salt water
sprayed on you. It is a right of passage.

Hollandia Bay, Netherlands New
Guinea

Noumea, New Caledonia
The ship arrived at Noumea, New Caledonia, at
1520 (3:20 PM) on July 7, 1945, and dropped
anchor. It later moved from the anchorage to dock
at Pier 9 at 1730 (5:30 PM). The ship started
loading general Army cargo. Mail orderlies went
ashore and returned with mail.

The S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer arrived in Hollandia
Bay, Netherlands New Guinea, on June 27, 1945,
and moored alongside a tanker at 1751 (5:51 PM).
No liberty was authorized.
In 1942, the Japanese empire occupied the
northern coast of West New Guinea and the
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being held ashore until morning. The men were
being held because of intoxication and rowdiness
and would be released to the Armed Guard CO the
next day. At 0915 (9:15 AM) on July 10, the
Armed Guard CO secured the release of the five
men from the Shore Patrol and returned them to
the ship.

As shown in the map below, the South Pacific
French Territory of New Caledonia lies roughly
2,000 kilometers off the east coast of Australia
and just north of the Tropic of Capricorn. New
Caledonia, the fourth largest producer of nickel in
the world, has one of the highest average incomes
per capita in the Pacific. Although still part of
France, it is quickly gaining responsibility for
most aspects of government under the status of
“shared sovereignty.” The capital city of New
Caledonia, Nouméa, is a blend of French and
Melanesian cultures.

The Armed Guard CO directed the disbursing
office to get pay for Armed Guard crew. After the
crew was paid, liberty was granted for one-half the
crew at 1300 (1:00 PM). The liberty party was
back on ship by 2000 (8:00 PM).

Berthed as before at Pier 9 the Armed Guard
Commander reported to Naval Intelligence at
COMSURFPAC (Commander Surface Pacific) on
July 9, 1945, and reported sighting and firing on
an enemy submarine on June 22, 1945. No
written report was required or desired.

On July 13, 1945, the five Navy Armed Guards
were given punishment at Captain’s Mast for
intoxication and disorderly conduct ranging from
5 to 10 days restriction of liberty. Captain’s Mast
in the Navy is the formal hearing of the particular
disciplinary case in the presence of the captain of
the ship. He then rules on the incident and defines
the punishment.

That same day, July 9, 1945, the liberty party
returned to the ship at 2200 (10:00 PM) with the
exception of five Navy Armed Guards (Carl was

Hollandia Bay

Noumea

Noumea is the Capital of New Caledonia
not one of them). The ship received light flashing
message from the Shore Patrol Headquarters
ashore that the five Navy Armed Guards were

It must have been a hot summer in New Caledonia
that July because on July 18, 1945, the liberty
section that went ashore at 1300 (1:00 PM)
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While the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer was docked at
Pier 2 in Tacloban, the United States dropped the
first atomic bomb (called Little Boy) on
Hiroshima, Japan, on August 6, 1945. Tacloban,
Leyte, PI, is over 1,000 miles away from
Hiroshima. There was no report in the Armed
Guard’s log that anything was observed from this
event. The possibility exists that some of the blast
clouds could have moved southeast depending on
the winds.

returned at 2000 (8:00 PM) with three less Navy
Armed Guards. This time, Carl was one of the
three retained by the Shore Patrol ashore. The
Armed Guard CO went ashore at 2030 (8:30 PM)
to secure the release of the men. The Armed
Guard CO returned to the ship at 2115 (9:15 PM)
with the three men. One of the men (not Carl) was
charge with being disrespectful to an officer of the
U.S. Navy. The next day, this person was brought
before the Captain’s Mast and charged with being
disrespectful to U.S. Navy Shore Patrol officer
and with being under the influence of liquor. He
admitted guilt and was sentenced to 20 days
restriction with no liberty. There was no record of
any disciplinary action taken on Carl or the other
person. He must have had a good time.

On August 7, 1945, while berthed as before at Pier
2 in Tacloban, an inspection party from the port
director’s office came aboard at 1015 (10:15 AM).
An inspection was made of the ship and conditions
were reported as satisfactory No grade given but
the inspection party commented on the good
condition of all Armed Guard guns and quarters.
One-half of the crew went to the Fleet Recreation
Area on Samar Island at 1300 (1:00 PM). The
party was back aboard at 1630 (4:30 PM). The
mail was picked up by the mail orderly and
delivered to ship. The movie party went ashore
and returned.

On July 22, 1945, the ship was berthed as before
at Pier 9. That day, the recreation party of 12 men
went ashore for a softball game at 1300 (1:00
PM). The recreation party returned aboard at
1700 (5:00 PM). At 1830 (6:30 PM) the ship
mustered 14 men and granted liberty for the movie
ashore. The movie party retuned to ship by 2130
(9:30 PM). The next day, July 23, 1945, the ship
departed Noumea, New Caledonia, at 1358 (1:58
PM) enroute to Tacloban, Leyte, PI. .

The next day, August 8, 1945, while berthed at
Pier 2, the entire crew with the exception of the
signal watch went ashore at 0830 (8:30 AM) for
plane recognition classes at the Fleet Training
Center and returned 1100 (11:00 AM). The mail
was picked up by the mail orderly and delivered to
the ship. The movie party went ashore and
returned.

The ship arrived at Tacloban, Leyte, PI, at anchor
0830 (8:30 AM) on August 4, 1945.
No
unreasonable loss of time was reported. All
friendly aircraft followed the proper procedure of
approach. Training classes were given at sea,
including aircraft recognition. Training course
examinations were given to six of the crew.
Training also include gun training, pointing and
sight setting drills, semaphore and flashing light
drills. That same day, at 1350 (1:50 PM), the ship
moved to the inner harbor at Tacloban, anchoring
at a new location at 1720 (5:20 PM). The ship
started unloading cargo at 2100 (9:00 PM).

Carl is listed as part of the Armed Guard crew of
28 people while the ship was ported at Tacloban,
Leyte, Philippine Islands [25]. The crew list is
included on the next page.
A few days after the first atomic bomb was
dropped on Japan, while the ship was still docked
in Tacloban, the United States of America dropped
the second atomic bomb (called Fat Boy) on
Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945. Again, no
report was logged that anything was observed.
However, the end of the war with Japan was not
far away.

The next day, August 5, 1945, anchors aweigh at
0830 (8:30 PM). The ship relocated and moored
alongside Pier 2, Tacloban, Leyte, PI, at 0920
(9:20 AM). Mail was picked up by the mail
orderly and delivered to the ship. One-half the
crew went to the Navy Base to watch the movie.
The party returned to the ship by 2130 (9:30 PM).
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condition I would be secured and the normal sea
watch, condition III would be set.

On August 10, 1945, while still berthed at Pier 2
in Tacloban, Leyte, PI, the entire crew, except the
men to be detached and signalmen on watch, went
ashore for plane recognition classes at the Fleet
Training Center at 0830 (8:30 AM). Six Navy
Armed Guard men were ordered detached this
date and departed the ship at 1000 (10:00 AM).
The men were detached for duty ashore or on
other ships. Four replacement Navy Armed Guard
men were put aboard at 1100 (11:00 AM). The
crew returned from the plane recognition classes
at 1130 (11:30 AM). The mail was picked up by
the mail orderly and delivered to the ship. The
movie party ashore went ashore and returned.

Daily inspections were made of the ammunition
magazines (ammo storage), ready boxes,
smokeless powder samples, men’s quarters and
heads (lavatories). Fire and boat drills would be
conducted periodically as well as testing the
magazine sprinkling systems.
Bi-weekly
inspections of all guns, gear lockers, and mess hall
were conducted. Every day around dusk, GQ
would be sounded and the guns would be elevated
and trained through their full arc. Daily security
inspections of Armed Guard material would be
made. All guns would be periodically cleaned and
lubricated. Painting various parts of the ship were
typical work tasks. These included the forward
and aft forecastles (forward and back part of the
elevated structure including the gun tubs), guns,
magazines, gear lockers, mess hall, heads,
showers, library and living quarters. Something
always needed painting. At Quarters for Muster
(accountability of all the crew), occasionally the
“Articles for the Government of the Navy” would
be read by the Armed Guard Commander.

The next day, August 11, 1945, the ship departed
from Pier 2 1630 (4:30 PM) and moved out in the
bay and anchored in the Inner Harbor at 1700
(5:00 PM).

Victory over Japan
On August 14, 1945, Japan accepted the
provisions of the Potsdam Declaration and agreed
to surrender. General of the Army Douglas
MacArthur, US Army, was named Supreme Allied
Commander to receive the Japanese capitulation
and conduct the occupation of Japan. Victory
over Japan marked the end of World War II. At
1900 (7:00 PM) that day in Washington, DC,
President Harry S. Truman announced that Japan
had agreed to surrender. Two days later, August
16, 1945, Carl’s ship departed Tacloban enroute to
San Francisco, CA.

V-J Day, September 2, 1945
September 2, 1945, had been declared the official
V-J Day. Carl’s ship, S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer, was
still underway enroute to San Francisco. On this
day, representatives of Japan signed the terms of
surrender aboard the battleship USS Missouri (BB63) in Tokyo Bay. General of the Army Douglas
MacArthur signed for the Allied Powers, and Fleet
Adm. C. W. Nimitz signed for the United States.
Reviewing the list of ships present at the signing,
the S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer was not listed as present
in Tokyo Harbor [27].

Carl’s on His Way Back to the USA
At 1455 (2:55 PM) on August 16, 1945 the ship
departed the anchorage at Tacloban, Leyte, PI,
enroute to San Francisco, CA. The ship sailed
independently. Navigational lights were used
along with zigzag pattern as per orders [26].

On that same day, Army forces were landed at
Yokohama, Japan, by a naval task force. Truk in
the Caroline Islands, Pagan and Rota Islands in the
Marianas Islands, and the Palau Islands
surrendered to United States Naval and Marine
officers on board naval vessels.

During the trip back to San Francisco, CA, the
normal workday was maintained at sea and
included watch condition III (normal sea watch)
until early in the morning around 0600 (6:00 AM)
when condition I (GQ) was set. The guns would
be elevated and trained through their full arc and
the firing circuits tested. Around 0700 (7:00 AM)
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Carl Continues on His Way Back to
the USA

Livermore and Pleasanton, CA as shown on the
map of the San Francisco Bay area included later.

On September 5, 1945, while still underway and
bound for San Francisco, CA, the ship received a
message
at
1645
(4:45
PM)
from
COMWESSEAFRON (COMmander WEStern
SEA FRONt) stating as of 0001 (00:01 AM) GMT
(Greenwich Mean Time) on September 6, 1945,
that guns need not be manned and blackout
regulations were cancelled.

This area, today referred as Camp Parks, was
designated Parks Reserve Forces Training Area in
1980. It is named after Rear Admiral Charles W.
Parks, CEC, USN. The camp was built as a Navy
Base during World War II and commissioned
January 19, 1943 -- home to the Navy Seabees.
Adjacent Camp Parks to the east, lay Camp
Shoemaker and the U.S. Naval Hospital
Shoemaker also built during the war. The three
Navy bases lying side by side were called "Fleet
City.” In 1946, at the end of World War II, the
Secretary of the Navy disestablished the three
facilities, and from 1946 to 1951, the Navy leased
the land to the County of Alameda for use as a
rehabilitation center. In 1947 the Santa Rita
County Jail became operational on this site.

[Note: Greenwich, England, defines both time and
place for the whole world. All time is measured
relative to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and all
places have a latitude (their distance north or south
of the Equator) and a longitude (their distance east
or west of the Greenwich Meridian (longitude:
zero degrees)].
The next day, September 6, 1945, the ship
unloaded all 20 mm magazines and stowed
ammunition in boxes. All gas masks and helmets
from the merchant crew were collected on
September 7, 1945, and an inventory of all Armed
Guard material made.

Carl celebrated his 22nd birthday on October 19,
1945 while stationed at Camp Shoemaker, CA.

The S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer arrived in San
Francisco, CA, on September 10, 1945. It must
have been some thrill to pass under the Golden
Gate Bridge knowing that this would be the last
trip and that the war was over. The crew list
shown on the next page lists all the Armed Guard
personnel that returned with the ship to San
Francisco [28]. Carl completed his duty on the
S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer on September 20, 1945.
The men who were detached from the S.S. O.L.
Bodenhamer at the same time Carl was released is
shown on a later page [29].

Camp Shoemaker, CA during WWII.
The map on a later page shows the San Francisco
Bay area with locations such as Treasure Island,
Oakland, Richmond, Pleasonton, Livermore,
Camp Shoemaker and the US Naval Hospital
Shoemaker and the Golden Gate Bridge.

Temporary Active Duty (TAD)
Center, Camp Shoemaker
(September 1945)
On September 29, 1945, Carl reported to the
Temporary Active Duty (TAD) Center, Camp
Shoemaker. This land-locked naval base sits
adjacent to the quiet Bay Area towns of Dublin,
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S.S. O.L. Bodenhamer Navy Armed Guard list of the men released from the ship in
San Francisco, CA on September 20-21, 1945
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Treasure Island

Golden Gate
Bridge

Camp Shoemaker, CA
& US Naval Hospital
Shoemaker

Presidio

Treasure Island is located in the San Francisco Bay between San Francisco and
Oakland, CA
Camp Shoemaker and US Naval Hospital Shoemaker located near Pleasonton, CA

US Naval Hospital Shoemaker, near
Pleasonton, CA (November 1945)

Discharged from the US Navy
(January 1946)

On November 28, 1945, Carl reported to the US
Naval Hospital Shoemaker, near Pleasonton and
Livermore, CA. The reason for this transfer or the
nature of treatment was not included in any of his
military records. He was assigned to this hospital
until he was fully discharged from the US Navy
on January 10, 1946.

Carl was discharged from the US Navy on January
10, 1946, from the US Naval Hospital,
Shoemaker, CA. A copy of his Honorable
Discharge [31] certificate is included in Appendix
C. On January 21, 1946, Carl was back in
Phillipsburg, NJ, making application for NJ state
employment compensation. He joined the “52 –
20 Club.” This was the name for the returning
veterans who received $20 per week for 52 weeks
as part of their assistance in transitioning to
civilian life.

His December 19, 1945, separation papers [30]
show him released from the US Navy from the US
Naval Hospital Shoemaker, CA.
His total
payment upon discharge was $243.70. He was
provided with a travel allowance of $154.65 to
cover his travel from California to Phillipsburg,
NJ. In addition, he was given $100 as his
mustering out pay. A copy of his separation
papers is included in Appendix C.
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Awards
Carl’s service records showed that he qualified
and/or earned a number of service medals and
awards. In order to obtain a set of these medals, a
Standard Form 180, Request Pertaining to
Military Records, was again completed and
forwarded to National Personnel Records Center,
Military Personnel Records, St. Louis, MO, to the
attention of the Navy Liaison Desk. After four
months, I received a letter from the Department of
the Navy, Navy Personnel Command, Retired
Records Section, St. Louis, MO stating that the
“Department of the Navy policy is to provide a
single replacement set of awards. Documentation
in official records shows a set has already been
provided, thus, an additional set cannot be
authorized.” He apparently had a set of service
medals provided to him at some time. The awards
are described in the following paragraphs.

Asiatic-Pacific
Campaign Medal

Campaign Awards
•
•
•

front is a tropical landing scene with a battleship,
aircraft carrier, submarine and an aircraft in the
background with landing troops and palm trees in
the foreground with the words “Asiatic Pacific
Campaign” above the scene. On the reverse side is
an American bald eagle close between the dates
“1941 – 1945” and the words “United States of
America.” The Secretary of War approved the
ribbon design on November 24, 1942. The yellow
ribbon has white and red on each side to represent
the Japanese colors. The center blue, white, and
red stripes are taken from the American Defense
Service Medal ribbon and refer to the continuance
of American defense after Pearl Harbor.

American Campaign Medal
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal
Word War II Victory Medal

Other Award
•

American
Campaign Medal

Honorable Service Lapel Button

American Campaign Medal
Awarded for service in the US Armed Forces
within the American Theater of Operations. The
Bronze medal is 1.25 inches in width. On the
front is a Navy cruiser under full steam with a B24 airplane flying overhead with a sinking enemy
submarine in the foreground on three wave
symbols, in the background a few buildings
representing the arsenal of democracy, above the
scene the words “American Campaign.” On the
reverse side is an American bald eagle close
between the dates “1941 – 1945” and the words
“United States of America.”

The reverse side is the same design as used on the
reverse of the European-African-Middle Eastern
and American Campaign Medals. The first medal
was presented to General of the Army Douglas
MacArthur on 17 December 1947.

World War II Victory Medal
The World War II Victory Medal was awarded to
all military personnel for service between
December 7, 1941 and December 31, 1946.

Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal
Awarded for service in the US Armed Forces
within the Asiatic-Pacific Theater of Operations.
The bronze medal is 1.25 inches in width. On the
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military service between September 8, 1939, and
December 31, 1946.

The button was issued to service personnel who
were about to leave the military with an honorable
discharge. Wearing this button also allowed the
returning servicemen to continue to wear their
uniform for up to 30 days after they were
discharged since there was a clothing shortage at
that time. This showed the Military Police (MPs)
that they were in transit and not AWOL (Absent
WithOut Leave). The men thought the eagle
looked more like a duck; and, because it meant
they were going home, the popular saying was,
"They took off like a Ruptured Duck” hence, the
nickname.

World War II
Victory Medal
The bronze medal is 1.38 inches in width. On the
front side is a figure of Liberation standing full
length with head turned to dexter looking to the
dawn of a new day, right foot resting on a war
god’s helmet with the hilt of a broken sword in the
right hand and the broken blade in the left hand,
the inscription “World War II” placed
immediately below the center. On the reverse side
are the inscriptions “Freedom From Fear and
Want” and “Freedom of Speech and Religion”
separated by a palm branch, all within a circle
composed of the words “United States of America
1942 - 1945.”

World War II Veterans
There were 16.1 million U.S. armed forces [32]
personnel who served in World War II between
December 1, 1941 and December 31, 1946. The
average duration of service was 33 months. As of
September 2002, only 4.7 million World War II
veterans were still living.
This group of U.S. armed forces was “The
Greatest Generation.” We all owe our present-day
freedom and liberty to those who served.

The Congressional authorization for the World
War II Victory Medal included members of the
Armed Forces of the Government of the
Philippine Islands. It also specified the ending
date would be the date of the termination of
hostilities as proclaimed by the President.
President Truman officially ended the state of
hostilities on December 31, 1946.

Honorable Service Lapel Button
(Ruptured Duck)
The eligibility requirements for the Honorable
Service Lapel Button are honorable federal
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Obituary
Carl "Kak" Caccese
Carl "Kak" Caccese, 81, of Phillipsburg, NJ, died on Tuesday, January 25, 2005 in Easton Hospital.
Born: On October 19, 1923 in Phillipsburg, NJ, he was a son of the late Anthony and Marie Ponzone
Caccese. Personal: He worked for J.T. Baker Chemical in Phillipsburg and Linden, NJ as a supervisor
of Specialty Gases. He graduated from Phillipsburg High School Class 1942. In 1954 he coined the
nickname "Stateliners" as a nickname for Phillipsburg High School and later founded and owned the
Stateliner Bar for many years in Phillipsburg, NJ. He was a sports enthusiast. He was a very devoted
father, grandfather, and local legend and was extremely proud of his grandchildren's accomplishments.
He was a veteran of the Navy serving during World War II. Kak was a devoted companion to his pet,
Gucci. Survivors: He is survived by three daughters, Lori Ann Gerstenberg of Wilson Borough, Pa.,
Jacquelyn Caccese of Phillipsburg, NJ, Kelly Soriano of Staten Island, NY; two sisters, Loretta
Adamitis of Phillipsburg, NJ, Tina Phillips of Springfield, VA; a brother, Fred Caccese of Forks Twp.,
Pa.; and three grandchildren, Donnie Carl Gerstenberg, Alexa Taylor Gerstenberg, and Aliza Soriano.
A sister, Marie Brower, died earlier. Services: A funeral will be held on Friday at 10 a.m. in the
Finegan Funeral Home, 302 Heckman Street, Phillipsburg, NJ. Viewing hours will be Thursday from 7
to 9 p.m. in the funeral home.
Published in The Express Times, Easton, PA on 26 January 2005 [33].

Addendum
The above-published obituary did not include the name of a surviving son, James Reilly of Belvedere, NJ.
Bud Phillips (2005)
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Acronyms
AA
AG
AS
ATS
AWOL

Anti-Aircraft
Armed Guard
Apprentice Seaman
Army Transportation Service
Absent Without Leave

CNO
CO

Chief of Naval Operations
Commanding Officer

DOW

TAD

Temporary Active Duty

UK
USO

United Kingdom
United States Organization

V-E Day
V-J Day

Victory in Europe Day
Victory over Japan Day

WSAT

War Shipping
Transport
World War

Duration of War
WW

ENS

Ensign

GQ

General Quarters

LCI
LCM
LCU
LCVP
LSM
LST
Lt. (jg)

Landing Craft, Infantry
Landing Craft, Mechanized
Landing Craft, Utility
Landing Craft, Vehicle, Personnel
Landing Ship, Medium
Landing Ship, Tank
Lieutenant, junior grade (US Navy)

MP
MPH

Military Police
Miles per Hour

NARA

National Archives and Records
Administration
NAVPERS Bureau of Naval Personnel
PI
PO
PT

Philippine Islands
Petty Officer
Patrol, Torpedo

USN
USNR

United States Navy
US Naval Reserve

RFTA

Reserve Forces Training Area

S1c
SN
SP
S.S.
SSN

Seaman 1st Class
Service Number
Shore Patrol
Steamship
Social Security Number
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Appendix A
Photographs

Carl “Kak” Caccese (L) and Friend (unknown)

Carl “Kak” Caccese (L) and Friend (unknown)
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Appendix A – Photographs (continued)

Carl “Kak”
Caccese

U. S. Navy Armed Guard Crew
Liberty Ship – unknown
(Most likely the S.S. Esek Hopkins; Aug 1943 – Jan 1945)

Note: The above photograph was most likely taken on the S.S. Esek Hopkins during Carl Caccese’s
ship duty from 25 August 1943 to 18 January 1945. The photo must have been taken prior to the
liberty party leaving the ship because 16 crewmembers have “Dress Blues” and 9 are wearing
“Undress Blues.” The part of the crew that remained on the ship to stand their in-port watch and/or
duty would normally be in their undressed blue uniforms. The officer is the US Navy Armed Guard
Commanding Officer, a Lt. (jg), Lieutenant, junior grade. The officer could be Lt. (jg) Ralph J.
Boches, Lt. (jg) Charles A. Humphrey, Lt. (jg) Raymond B. Grashoff or Lt. (jg) James J. Coleman.
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Appendix B
Ship Photographs
S.S. Robert Fulton

S.S. Robert Fulton 230
Photo from Bill Hultgren, Erie, PA file of WWII Liberty Ships
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Appendix B - Ship Photographs (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins

S.S. Esek Hopkins 34
Photo B-444, HRPE Collection, broadside view of the SS HR-89, docked at
Pier 2, Newport News, VA, just prior to sailing
1-29-43
Official U.S. Army Signal Corps, HRPE, Newport News, VA
Courtesy of: The Library at The Mariners Museum, 100 Museum Drive,
Newport News, VA 23606-3759
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Appendix B - Ship Photographs (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins 34
Photo B-445, HRPE Collection, broadside view of the SS HR-89, docked at Pier
2, Newport News, VA, just prior to sailing
1-29-43
Official U.S. Army Signal Corps, HRPE, Newport News, VA
Courtesy of: The Library at The Mariners Museum, 100 Museum Drive,
Newport News, VA 23606-3759
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Appendix B - Ship Photographs (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins 34
Photo B-2281, HRPE Collection, broadside view of the SS HR-205 docked at
north side of Pier 1, Norfolk Army Base, Norfolk, VA HRPE
5-22-43
Official U.S. Army Signal Corps, HRPE, Newport News, VA
Courtesy of: The Library at The Mariners Museum, 100 Museum Drive,
Newport News, VA 23606-3759
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Appendix B - Ship Photographs (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins (continued)

S.S. Esek Hopkins 34
Photo B-3861, HRPE Collection, broadside view of the HR-369 docked at the
south side of Pier X, HRPE, Newport News, VA, just prior to sailing. Photo
taken on 8-17-43, Carl “Kak” Caccese was assigned duty to this ship on
8-25-43 and the ship departed Hampton Roads, VA on 8-27-43 enroute
to Mers-el-Kebir, Algeria as part of a 74-ship convoy.
Official U.S. Army Signal Corps, HRPE, Newport News, VA
Courtesy of: The Library at The Mariners Museum, 100 Museum Drive,
Newport News, VA 23606-3759
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Appendix C
Documents

Notice of Separation (Page 1 of 2)
(dated 19 December 1945)
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Appendix C - Documents (continued)

Notice of Separation (Page 2 of 2)
(dated 19 December 1945)
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Appendix C - Documents (continued)

Honorable Discharge Certificate
(dated 10 January 1946)
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Appendix D
Essay by Donnie Gerstenberg
The following text is an essay by Carl “Kak” Caccese’s grandson Donnie Gerstenberg while a freshman at
Lehigh University in Bethlehem, PA, during the spring of 2002.

Donnie Gerstenberg
English 02-18
Mr. Brad Rogers

Real American Hero
In what has been known as the mighty endeavor, World War II was the largest armed conflict in
the world’s history. World War II was waged on land, sea, and in the air over several diverse theaters of
operation for approximately six years. Even though its last shots were fired over 55 years ago, this epic
war still lives on through the studies of military scholars, historians, and veterans’ accounts. With the
exclusion of September 11, this series of events has united us as a nation more than any other event in
history. The threat posed by the Axis powers was the most serious peril the U.S. faced up until that point,
largely because of the radical practices of Hitler, Yamamoto, and Mussolini. Today, the United States is
indisputably the greatest nation in the world. This can be fundamentally attributed to the men and women
of the armed forces that have fought valiantly to preserve the freedoms that Americans enjoy. Many
brave military personnel have made sacrifices to ensure that the United States remains a nation of
sovereignty and freedom, whether these sacrifices entail an extended tour of duty or even a soldier’s life.
My grandfather was one of these brave men who served his nation, placing his life on the line and
sacrificing almost everything short of his life.
My grandfather enlisted in the U.S. Navy at age 18 and served his nation from 1942 until the
war’s conclusion in 1945. He was stationed on three different ships (Fill them in here) throughout his
tour of duty and docked in nearly every port in Italy and French Morocco. In addition to his tour in the
Mediterranean near Italy, he saw action in the Pacific theatre while stationed in the Sea of Japan. His tour
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was certainly remarkable. He was active in the invasions of Naples and Anzio, witnessed a conference in
Trieste in which he saw Allied leaders Roosevelt Churchill, and Stalin, and also eye-witnessed the atomic
bombing of Nagasaki while in the Sea of Japan. His experience in the Navy and accounts of these events
has allowed me to gain propinquitous knowledge on the war.
After decimating General Rommel’s Afrika Korps and vanquishing Germany’s daunting Panzer
tanks in 1942, the United States looked to shift their offensive to the shores of Italy. British General
Bernard Montgomery decided to attack the toe (Calabria) and shin (Salerno) of Italy in September of
1943. Two Army corps of Montgomery's 8th Army crossed the Strait of Messina and landed on the "toe"
of Italy on Sept. 3, 1943. Initially the resistance was light. Progress was slow due to rough terrain since
only two good roads ran up the coasts of Calabria, preventing the deployment of large forces 1 . On
September 9, a mixed U.S.-British 5th Army under General Mark Clark landed on the Salerno shore just
south of Naples. Transported by 700 ships, 55,000 men made the initial assault, and 115,000 more
followed up1.
At the outset, Allied transportation vessels were met with rapid enemy fire. Allied forces
then faced the German 16th Panzer Division, which was bracing for an attack at the shin.
Germany’s stringent defense made the success of the Salerno landing uncertain for six
days. It was not until October 1 that the 5th Army successfully entered Naples1.
The U.S. and British forces suffered many casualties in this military operation, both in Army and naval
personnel. In spite of this, my grandfather lived to tell about this operation.
Following the successful Allied landings at Calabria and Salerno in September 1943 and the
unconditional surrender of Italy that same month, German forces had quickly disarmed their former allies
and begun a slow, fighting withdrawal to the north.

The Germans retreated to the Gustav Line,

entrenching themselves in the high, rugged Apennine Mountains. This successfully blocked the Allies
shortest route to Rome. Between October 1943 and January 1944, the Allies launched numerous costly
attacks against well-entrenched enemy forces2. The Allies’ leaders scrambled for a plan, and in the next
1

“Normandy: The Allies' invasion of Italy and the Italian volte-face, 1943.”
http://search2.eb.com/normandy/articles/Allies_invasion_of_Italy.html
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six months, Anzio was selected as a destination for an amphibious invasion that would secure a path to
Rome.
During the early morning hours of 22 January 1944, troops of the Fifth Army swarmed
ashore on a fifteen-mile stretch of Italian beach near the prewar resort towns of Anzio and
Nettuno. The landings were carried out so flawlessly and German resistance was so light
that British and American units gained their first day's objectives by noon, moving three to
four miles inland by nightfall 2 .
To move, protect, and assist the assault forces, the Allies assembled a naval convoy comprising
vessels from six nations.

“U.S. Task Force 81contained over 250 combat loaded vessels and amphibious
assault craft of all sizes and descriptions to see American forces safely ashore and
to support their beachhead operations. As a diversionary move, other naval units
were ordered to shell the coastal town of Civitavecchia, forty miles to the north2.”
In the end, the campaign accomplished several objectives. The presence of a significant Allied
force behind the German main line of resistance, uncomfortably close to Rome, represented a
constant threat. The Germans could not ignore Anzio and were forced into a response, thereby
surrendering the initiative in Italy to the Allies2. The German forces around Anzio did not have
many deployment alternatives, and this induced a steady drain of scarce German troop reserves,
equipment, and material. Allied forces ultimately broke through the Gustav Line, but the success
was costly.

In September 1943, the United States and other Allied forces invaded the beaches of
Salerno. Salerno was just a few miles shy of Naples, which was where many German soldiers
established fortifications. In accordance with common military principle, the Germans had troops
stationed along the banks of the beaches in the event of an attempted invasion. This deployment
along the beaches did not deter the U.S.-British 5th Army division. Transported by 700 ships,
55,000 men made the initial assault, and 115,000 more followed up1. My grandfather served on

2

“Anzio: 1944.” http://www.army.mil/cmh-pg/brochures/anzio/72-19.htm
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one of the 700 transport ships during this invasion. He was responsible for manning the hatches to
which the Army Rangers would emerge from and subsequently storm the beaches of Salerno. It
was his duty to watch out for enemy movement and secure any threats to the hatches. Once the
invasion was underway, the Germans began firing on the Rangers and their ships of transportation.
Although his ship was never hit directly by enemy fire, it was severely shaken by waves caused by
enemy fire that struck in close proximity to the ship. Describing the invasion, my grandfather
said, “The Germans shot these red flares up in the sky that lit it up. Then, they would fire away
like hell. They’re shots rocked the ship like a roller coaster, knocking us up against the docks and
all over the ship 3 .” He also went onto say, “I was never so scared in my life. Eighteen years old
and out on a ship in that kind of war zone was scary as hell. We were only allowed to fire tracers
back since the gunners in the turrets were the ones with the real ammo3.” My grandfather claims
this invasion was eerily similar to the ones depicted in war movies today. It is one thing to watch
this type of invasion on a movie screen, but it must have been something exclusively different
when actually being placed in this type of situation.

After the invasion was complete at Anzio, the Allied ships had to return to their respective
ports. The most difficult of the mission was complete with the invasion, but it was no small task
securing and detaining hundreds of German POWs for a two week trek across the Atlantic from
Naples to Norfolk, Virginia. The German prisoners were feisty and treacherous, posing a threat to
any crewmember on board of the ships. My grandfather (as well as some other men) was
responsible for detaining the prisoners and making sure that they did as they were told. Armed
with a .45 assault rifle, he and his fellow sailors often had to use force to keep the prisoners in line.
It was not uncommon for a German to attempt to steal a guard’s rifle, which they would then use
to kill American sailors. Many guards felt for their lives. Because of this, many prisoners were
3

Caccese, Carl. Personal interview. 03 May 2002.
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beaten. They often struck them multiple times with butt of the rifle when they felt a series of
punches or kicks wouldn’t be sufficient.

German-born prisoners were not the only ones beaten. Americans serving in the German
military intentionally allowed themselves to be taken prisoner with the intention of infiltrating the
ships as German spies. They were usually fluent in German, but their American characteristics
stood out. United States personnel had to be extremely cautious with these soldiers because they
were accustomed to American military practices and posed a serious threat because of their
competence. These prisoners were treated with brutal prejudice at the slightest threat a sentry felt
they posed.

In addition to the threat that the prisoners posed, the U.S. ships also had to deal adverse
weather conditions as well as German air raids. At more than point of the Atlantic crossing, my
grandfather wondered if they would even make it back to Norfolk. “There was a hell of a storm
off the coast of Tibari. The wind howled and waves rocked the ship back and forth. When we got
into the Mediterranean, we another storm that nearly capsized the ship and damn near killed us.
Those storms were wicked, but somehow we got through them.” While the ship was halfway
across the Atlantic, it was air raided by Nazi fighter planes. The Germans met strong counter-fire
that prevented them from getting close enough to pinpoint the bombs they dropped. The ship was
never hit, but bombs that landed in close proximity to the ship rocked it on numerous occasions.

After his ship docked in Norfolk, my grandfather was then sent back out to the European
theatre as well as the Pacific theatre. He docked in many ports during this 17-month tour of duty.
His vessels crossed the Straits of Messina and Gibraltar in addition to stopping at almost every
port in Italy and French Morocco. While docked in Trieste, my grandfather saw Allied leaders
Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin. There was a peace conference in Trieste in which these leaders
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decided upon the conditions of Italy’s surrender and the reparations that they would face. With
leaders of this magnitude all in one location, a large amount of military security was necessary.
My grandfather was honored to be assigned this duty explained what a momentous occasion it
was. “It was history in the making. All three leaders were there, and the fate of Italy hung in the
balance. Just to see the three of them together in person was remarkable and something I’ll never
forget.”

During the waning months of the war, my grandfather was stationed in the Sea of Japan.
The Germans had already surrendered, and it was imminent that the Japanese would be the next.
Shortly after traveling from the coasts of Guam and Indonesia, his ship finally assumed a position
in the Japanese Sea close to the coast. In the early days of August in 1945, a kamikaze fighter
plane attacked his ship. The plane was clearly on a one-way path directly for the ship when the
ship fired a small missile that struck the plane and sent it crashing in flames into the Sea of Japan.
Being on board a ship and knowing that a plane is looking to place its nose into your deck at full
speed is a very scary thing to imagine. The following day, (August 9) a thunderous boom was
heard and a gigantic cloud of smoke began to form many, many miles inland. The United States
dropped the bomb on Nagasaki about 100 miles inland; the smoke could be seen all the way from
the Sea of Japan. In his own word, my grandfather recounted the events of those two days, “In
two days, we shot down a kamikaze and saw the second bomb being dropped. I have no idea how
far inland it was, but I never saw a cloud of smoke that big before. Thank God it was over after
that. That kamikaze scared the hell out of us all, and we just wanted to get to States after that and
the bomb being dropped. It was history and something I’ll never forget.”

World War II was a time when all Americans were called upon to serve their country.
Women working in the factories to produce supplies and ammunition supported the military effort,
and the government sold war bonds to finance the war. Men answered the call to duty by enlisting
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in the military and valiantly serving their country. My grandfather was one such man who did
made the necessary sacrifices that allowed our country to maintain its freedom and dominion. His
exemplary tour of duty was filled with many historic events. From the invasion of Anzio to the
less-heralded trek back across the Atlantic; from the peace conference in Trieste to his time spent
in the Pacific theatre, I don’t think there is much more you can ask of an American than this.
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